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A BRIDGE REMOVAL was successfully accomplished 

at Chi<'ago last week to make way for a new bridge and 

for an improvement of the river. The approach to the 

Grand Central Station (which is owned by the Chicago 

Tertninal Transfer R. It.) was by a double trai'k draw¬ 

bridge of 2H.'> ft. span, which crossed the Chicago River 

just below the Taylor St. bridge. In improving the river 

to secure the capacity necessary for the flow to the 

Drainage Canal, it was decided to remove the center piers 

of the two drawbridges at Taylor St. and the C. T. T. 

K. It., and to replace the swing bridges by two rolling- 

lift bascule bridges of the Scherzer type. The railway 

bridge has therefore been moved .%:! ft. north from its old 

site, ai.d established on a temporary pier for use during 

the improvement of the river and the erection of the new 

bridge. Upon the guard pier substantial timber “ways” 

were constructed, and when the bridge was swung open, 

parallel with the stream, it was ja)'ked up 2i> ins. to allow 

of a cradle or sliding “ways” being built under it. The 

weight of the bridge was then transferred to the cradle, 

and two pile-driver engines then hauled the structure 

along to its new position, the contact surfaces of the 

“ways” being well lubricated with tallow. The bridge 

weighs Ikli) tons, and was loaded with li) tons of rails 

distiibuted over the floor to prevent vibration and rack¬ 

ing strains. The bridge crosses the river at such a skew 

that it was impossible to use scows to move It. The gen¬ 

eral arrangement resembles that employed in the removal 

of the Newark bridge of the Pennsylvania R. R., de¬ 

scribed in our issue of July 27, except that car trucks 

running on steel rails were used to carry the Newark 

bridge. The method of handling the Chicago bridge was 

planned and executed under the direction of Mr. F. E. 

Paradis, Chief Engineer of the Chicago Terminal Trans¬ 
fer R. R. 

THE INVENTION OF SKELETON CONSTRUCTION in 

office buildings is being discussed among architects. The 

Society of Architectural Iron Manufacturers of New York 

lately placed a tablet on the Tower Building, 50 Broadway, 

New York, calling it the “earliest example” of what Is now 

termed skeleton construction. Chicago an-hltects object 

to this statement and claim the honor for Mr. W. L. B. 

Jenny, of Jenny & Mundie, of that city. They say that 

the first building of this type was the Horae Insurance 

Building, of Chicago, erected in lNKI-'84. Mr. Bradford 

L. Gilbert, the architect of the Tower Building, denies this 

claim, and says that the Chicago building was of the “cage 

construction" type, with the ironwork bearing the weight 

of the floors alone; while In “skeleton construction” the 

frame carries the weight of the walls and the floors to the 

foundation. The site of the Tower Building called out the 

design, says Mr. Gilbert, as It had a frontage of only 24 

ft. li Ins., and the building laws require a certain thickness 

of wall proportioned to the height of the building, that, in 

this case, would have left little room inside the structure. 

This building was completed in ISKS-'St). Previous to 

188.'{ Mr. Geo. B. Post, of New York, had used cast-iron 

columns to support the walls of the inner court of the 

Equitable Life Building in New York. Mr. Wra. H. Birk- 

mlre, architect and engineer, the author of a work on 

"Skeleton Construction,” published in ISl);!, supports the 

Chicago architects, and claims that he worked up the plans 

for the Iron construction of the Tower Building, as engi¬ 

neer of the Jackson Architectural Iron Works, which ob¬ 

tained the contract for erecting this building. This Mr. 
Gilbert denies 

THE THIRD MISSISSIPPI RIVER BRIDGE at St. 

Louis is being considered by a board of U S. Enginet'r offi¬ 

cers, including .Majors \V. L. .Marshall and W. H. Bixby, 

and Capt. Edward Burr, Engineer Corps, U. S. .\. The 

point at issue between the War Department and the bridge 

contjiany is the lengllt of the river spans. The site, at the 

foot of .Mullanphy St., was fixed some time ago by another 

board, but it was then recommended that the west span 
be made 7(n) ft. long instead of Tsn) ft. as shown on the 

Ilians. The coinpuny held that the added 2)s) ft. “would 

kill the project," on account of cost; tliat .Vs) ft. was the 

limit of “fixed si.ans” and that 7is) ft. would demand a 

cantilever structure at an added cost of ^DVi.ims). The 

board is now hearing testimony from those interested. Mr. 
.\. J. Tullock is the Chief Engineer of the East St. Laiuis 

and St. Louis Bridge Construction Co., which has this 

bridge project in liand. The .Men hants Bridge at St. 

Louis has spans of .'SNi ft., and the old Eads Bridge spans 

are 51.5 ft. 

THE OLD WOODEN BRIDGE over the Waba.sh River, 

at Clinton, Ind., is to be replaced by a modern iron struc¬ 

ture. This bridge was iCS) ft. long and was built over 

.ii) years ago. The old bridge was destroyed by burning 

It on Aug. Is. 

THE -MOST SERIOUS RAILWAY ACCIDENT of the 

week was a lucomutive boiler explosion on the Mexican 

Central Ry., at Cardenas, .Mex., on Aug. 14, in which 

seven men were killed and three fatally injured. Four 

of the former and one of the latter were American engine 

drivers. The engine was of a special pattern designed tor 

the heavy grades on this road. 

IN AN EXPLOSION at the Llest Colliery, in Glamor¬ 

ganshire, Wales, on Aug. IS, 25 persons were killed and 

many injured. 

THE COLLAPSE OF A CHICAGO DRAWBRIDGE oc¬ 

curred Aug. 47, but fortunately without causing any loss 

of life. The Chicago highway drawbridges have long been 

notorious for their dilapidated and disreputable condition. 

On Aug. 17, the drawbridges over the Calumet River at 

!l5th St. broke in two when swung open, and both ends 

fell into the river. The report of the City Bridge Engi¬ 

neer, Mr. Wilmaun, to the City Engineer, .Mr. Ericson, 

describes the condition of the wreck as follows; 

The structure is a total wreck, and is beyond repairing. 
The west truss is broken in the center, both top and bot¬ 
tom chord completely severed. The bottom chord is again 
broken lit) ft. Irom the south end of the truss. The east 
truss, top chord, is severed some dt) or 40 ft. north of 
the center of the span, and the bottom chord is badly 
twisted and broken. A number of the pieces forming the 
lateral bracing fur the top chord have fallen on the floor 
of the bridge. The floor is badly broken and displaced in 
several places. The channel of the river is not obstructed. 

As a result of this accident, the City Engineer has closed 

the Weed St. bridge and the North Halsted St. bridge to 

traffic, and has declared seven other bridges dangerous 

(Clybourne Place, Northwestern Ave., 22d St., .Archer 

Ave., Southwestern Ave., Randolph St. and Polk St.). The 

Chicago Ave., Division St. and North Ave. bridges are also 

in bad condition, but can be used for a time. The Com¬ 

missioner of Public Works will probably have some of 

these bridges closed, as he is not willing to accept the 

responsibility for what may be a terrible accident. We 

have referred to this accident in our editorial columns. 

A "GANG-PL.ANK DISASTER” somewhat similar to the 

one at Bar Harbor, which resulted so seriously, oi-curred 

some time ago at Minneapolis, Minn., according to a letter 

sent us by Mr. E. T. Abbott, C. E., of that city. There 

was to be a bicycle parade at Lake Harriet; and to enable 

people to cross the bicycle track a temporary bridge was 

e.ected with stairways at both ends. This bridge had a 

span of ;J0 ft., and was 8 or 10 ft. wide. But, instead of 

using this bridge for a crossing only, the discovery was 

made that it was one of the bf st places rrora which to 

view the races, and it was promptly crowded from end to 

end with spectators, including women and children. The 

structure collapsed and precipitated the crowd 12 ft. to 

the ground below. No one was killed, but many were In¬ 

jured, and the bicycle companies who had caused the 

bridge to be erected had to pay several thousand dollars 

damages in personal injury suits. After the accident Mr. 

Abbott was called in to examine the plans, and be found 

that even with the best material—which was not used— 

the structure would fail with a load of not over GO lbs. 

per sq. ft. of roadway. The bridge cost $125, and could 

have teen made safe by the expenditure of about $:ki more. 

It was a case where the possible crowding should have 

b«en foreseen and provided for; and the failure to have 

the plans first examined by an engineering expert cost the 

builders—in damages—many times the price of the orig¬ 

inal structure. It is worthy of note that the contractors 

who erected the stand freed themselves from legal respon¬ 

sibility by showing that the bridge was only to be used 

as a bridge to cross the tracks, and not for a "grand 
stand." 

A TEST OF BR.\KES for street surface railroad cars 

has been arranged for by the Board of Railroad Uommis- 

sioners of the state of New York. Twenty-two pertntts 

have been issued for that purtxise. and each piTsor. or 

company receiving a permit is allowid to equip with 

brakes one of the curs of the Metropolitan Street Railway 

Company, a))d the tt>Hts will bi' made, three or four on 

one day, at Lenox Ave. and 14i>th St.. New York city. 

The first series of ti-sta will take place on Tuesday, .Vug. 

2!). and Wedinsday, .Vug. :!)). belweeti tlie IniiDS of !> a. D). 

and 5 p. m. On these days from five to seven tirakes will 

be tested. Notice of the dates of the tests to follow will 

be given. Th)' secretary of tln“ Isiaril is .Mr. John S Ken 

yon. Albany. N. Y. 

THE .MADRAS ELECTltlC TRAMWAY, says “The In¬ 

dian and Eastern EtLgineer," now operates tt)ree tmles of 

double track anil I'a miles of single true k, w )lh 2'a miles 

of new single track to be opened to traffic in a few mo))ths 

The girder rails weigh IS) lbs. per yard, anil are laid on 

wooden sleepers with concrete filled in bi'twis'ii tltetn li> 

the level of the rail. The gage is I nteter and the over¬ 

head trolley system is adopted. In the power-house are 

four Babcoi k & Wili-ox boilers of lis: HI’, each, witi) two 

Worthington pumps for feeders. The two Jisi-lll’. hori¬ 

zontal compound non-condensing j'Dgines are made by 

the Burnley Iron Works Co. of Englutiil. The plant in¬ 

cludes 21! motor cars wltl) a In-minute service, and 42.s 

entployes, of all grades; of the latter .55 are c'niductors 

atid Iht “drivers “ The fare is il “pies," or D,«i U. S. 

cents, for the first mile and 5 pies, or ^-ct., for eai h suc¬ 

ceeding mile. The plant was furnished l>y Hie Electric 

Construction Co., of Wolverhampton, England. 

THE RAILW.AYS OF INDIA aggregated 2)I,ISii) niiU'S 

open and authorized, and 22,4!i| miles in operation on 

.March 51, IS'.KI. Of the grand total, 1 I,:!im) miles liad 

the Indian standard gage of 5 ft. t! ins., H.inni miles were 

of meter gage, and the balance had vari)ius special gages. 

The standard and meter gage lines hail 4,:tl.5 locomotives, 

12..S14 passenger cars, ,si),7l)8 freight cars, and 1)7,251 cars 

of all kinds. About 1,140 of these engines and ti,5ll cars 

were fitted with the automatic vacuum brake, while lioo 

cars were piped, but not fitted with brakes. The pas.sen- 

gers carried during the year IMD.S on the two principal 

gages, numbered 1.5o,;t74,114, of whicli about I P),insi,)mni 

were fourth-class passengers. The freight carried aggre¬ 

gated ;!ii, 121,s;C> tons. The uunibir of passenger-miles 

was 5,.')01.;!7.5,ish); and the ton-miles numbered 5,727,- 

.878,000. There were ;t08,)i00 employees, of whom only 

4,!Hi7 were Europeans, and li,l);!i> East Indians, while the 

native etnployees numbered 21Ni,7)Ni. Tlx-rc were 5,114 

stations open. The various accidents resulted in the kill¬ 

ing of IK) passengers, 107 employees and .VKl other persons 

(including trespassers and suicides), or 811) in all; the 

persons injured it) these three classes were 251, 571 and 

174, respectively, or 71)11 in all. The total coal produi tlon 

in 1808, was 1..5li8,880 tons. 

THE LA BELLA .MILL, WATER & BOWER Cf)., In the 

Cripple Creek region of Colorado, formully opiuied Its new 

power plant on Aug. 1'). This plant is designed to fur¬ 

nish electric power for running the Florence & Cripple 

Creek, and the Golden Circle railways, described In Engi¬ 

neering News of Sept. 8, 1.808, and also to operate hoists, 

pumps, compressors, etc., in mines throughout the district. 

The plant includes six Babco<'k & Wilcox boilers, with au¬ 

tomatic stokers, capable of supplying steam to engines ag- 

gregatitig .'{.IMS) HI’, under normal conditions. The en¬ 

gine-room is I1))x 45 ft. and contains an Ingersoll-Sargent 

air-compressor, run by an Allis-Corliss engine, whii-h 

has a capacity of .5,000 cu. ft. of free air per minute, or 

enough to ordinarily operate 50 drills, or 55 drills at this 

altitude of ]t(,tNS) ft. The engines coupled to the electric 

generators are of the horizontal condensing type, with a 

normal capacity of 7.5)) HB. ea] h. The generators are 

General Electric three-phase alternators. As water is 

valuable, the water is used over and over again by the 

condensing machinery, and Is cooled between each sui'- 

cessive use by pumping it to a cooling-tower, 4)) ft. above 

the engine-floor and allowing it to fall by gravity in i-on- 

tact with the air. The La Bella plant is intended to rep¬ 

resent the most advan<'ed state of power-hous); design. The 

Engineer of the plant was Mr. L. L. Summers, 824 Ef|uit- 

able Building, Denver, Colo. 

THE GREAT FALLS BOWER CO., of WasWngton, 1) 

C., is asking proposals for building a dam a)TU88 the 

Botomac, at the Great Falls, and a canal to convey the 

water to a power house some distance below the dam. 

This company is controlled by the Washington Traction 

& Bower Co. The proposed dam would be lorat)!d t)elow 

the present government dam at this point, but no estimate 

is published of the power to be developed, and the In¬ 

formation as to the engineering features of the work arc 

very vague, as published in the Washington "Star.” 
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respecu, a more curious accident of the same na¬ 
ture as the one Just described. In tbls Instance 
the track was a part of the South Shore Une of 
the Old Colony R. R., and was located on an em¬ 
bankment crossing a swamp or flat, Fig. 2, only a 
few feet above low tide. The waves swept the 
track Inland In the direction shown by the arrows, 
bending over and stripping the cross-arms off the 
telegraph poles but not breaking the poles them¬ 
selves. A considerable length of track practically 
Intact was carried some distance away from its 
original position In this case. 

For the information from which this note of the 

English by Prof. Howe, by Prof. Lanza and 
Prof. Jacoby. 3d, Mohr’s, as developed by i 
Winkler, and which method will be followed 
this article. The third method Is the b< si t 
framed structures, and the second for arche i nl 

Consider the structure (Fig. 1) as without loa 
and without weight, free to move without tiicii 
at the right-hand support, and fixed In position 
the left-hand support. If a horizontal ouiwu 

TWO UNUSUAL INSTANCES OP RAILWAY TRACK 

DISPLACED BY OCEAN WAVES. 

Two rather unusual instances of how the forces 
of nature sometimes contribute to vary the mo¬ 
notony of the maintenance of way engineer's work 
are shown in the accompanying cuts. Both of 
these occurred during the heavy storms, which 
many of our readers will remember swept the New 
England coasts early this year, and In both cases 
old ocean was the agent which upset the estab¬ 
lished order of things as it was laid down by the 
man of transit and level. The latter, however. 

unit force be placed at the right support, there 
will be an equal outward reaction at the left sup 
port and certain stresses In the pieces, whicii 
stresses we will designate by h for any piece. 

Now consider the structure as before, but will) 
out the horizontal force. At any Joint, as Hi, place 
a vertical load P, and call Its distance from th- 
left support a, and from the right support b. Th 
vertical reactions for the left and right supports 
will be, respectively. 

where L is the span or distance between hinges 
This force will produce certain stresses in the 
pieces, which we will designate as V for any piece 
The length of the span would, however, be in¬ 
creased somewhat by the action of these stres.scs 
The change in span we will designate by ^ L. 
Now place an inward horizontal force H at th- 
right support. Just sufficient to diminish the span 
to its length L before P was applied. The str-.ss 
in any piece would then be 

S — V — h H. (2) 

and 
d S 

d H ^ ‘ 

From the theory of elasticity we have for the ex 
ternal work upon a homogeneous bar of constant 
cross-section A for a gradually applied load s, 

8> I 

■VIEW SHOWING SECTION OF RAILWAY TRACK DISPLACED BY OCEAN WAVES; NEW 

YORK, NEW HAVEN <& HARTFORD R. R. 

lias this comfort, that while, as will be seen, bis somewhat curious phenomena illustrated has been 
structures gave way to superior forces, they pre- prepared, we are indebted to Mr. N. K. Higgins, 
served their Identity, and to a large extent their Assistant Engineer, New York, New Haven & 
integrity for future usefulness, and this is not Hartford R. R., Boston, Mass, 
always the case where man and bis works at¬ 
tempt to cope with the powers of the sea. 

Turning to the illustrations, the engraving from 
the photograph. Fig. 1, shows a section of track 
on the Nantucket Branch of the New York, New 
Haven & Hartford R. R., about one mile south 
of Pemberton, which Is about 2U miles by rail from 
Boston, M.ass. As Pemberton was the meeting 
place of the American Society of Civil Engineers 
a few years ago many of our readers will doubt¬ 
less recall the locality. It will be observed that 
one track Is in Its original imsltlon. while the other 
has been lifted and thrown over against the trol¬ 
ley i>oles, which It indented about l^^-ln. Just be¬ 
yond where the men stand the track was com- 

THEORY AND CALCULATION OP THE TWO-HINQtD 

ARCH. 

By Alex. Rice McKlm,* M. Am. Soc. C. E. 
and for the system 

PART I.—THKORY. 

An arch differs from other structures in that 
vertical loads produce inward horizontal reactions 
as well as vertical reactions. As there can be no 
moment at a hinge, the points of application of the 
reactions are fixed by the two hinges, which are at 
the supports. With given loads and unknown re¬ 
actions there are, therefore, four unknown quanti¬ 
ties as regards the forces, the two components of 
the reaction at each hinge. In order to determine 
these four unknown quantities four equations of 

condition are necessary. The equilibrium of the 
arch gives us three equations; namely, the sum 
of all the horizontal components of the loads and 
reactions must equal zero, the sum of all the ver¬ 
tical components of the loads and reactions must 
equal zero, and the sum of the moments of the 
loads and reactions about any point must equal 
zero. These three equations are not sufficient to 

determine the four unknown quantities, and the 
system is statically undetermined as regards the 
outer forces. The fourth equation is obtained by 
considering the elasticity of the material of the 
structure. 

There are three methods In use by which the 
elasticity of the structure is employed In the cal¬ 
culations. 1st, Maxwell’s, which is a graphical 
method, and considers the elasticity of each piece 
successively. This method Is used by American 
engineers, and is briefly treated in Prof. Oreene’s 
"Graphical Statics.” 2d, Weyrauch’s, which makes 
use of the neutral axis and the moment of Inertia 
of the cross-sections. This method was very fully 
treated by Prof. Mueller-Breslau, and recently In 

2 E A 

Also, if W represents the work due to the change 
of form of a framed structure in equilibrium un¬ 
der the action of forces applied at its Joints and 
expressed as a function of these forces, and if the 
point of application of one of these forces P moves 
by the action of the forces a distance p relative 
to the line of direction of P, then, 

d W 
p-. (r.) 

From equation (5) we have 

A L 

Fig. 2.—Sketch Showing Displacement of Track by 
Ocean Waves on the Old Colony R. R. therefore 

pletely torn to pieces for a short distance. The 
rails weigh about 74 lbs. per yard. The compara¬ 
tively light shelter for passengers near the middle 
of the view was only slightly damaged, and that 
by wind. It will be noticed that only one trol¬ 
ley pole In the view Is out of plumb, these poles 
being set in a block of concrete perhaps 3 ft. In 
diameter. About one-fourth mile north of this 
point Is the location of the new fort being built 
to protect the harbor, and about opposite the fort 
a three-masted schooner, carrying a cargo of 20,- 
OOO ft of timber, was washed up onto the railway 
company's right of way. The schooner and lum¬ 
ber were only slightly damaged, as far as a cas¬ 
ual inspection could determine. On the beach at 
Pemberton two barges and a four-masted 
schooner, all full of coal, went to pieces during 

the same storm. 
The line sketch shows a different, and, in some 

d H E A d H 

which, with (2) and (3), gives 

s 1 b 

A L = .2 - 
B A 

which solving for H gives 

V 1 H 

If the horizontal reaction Is resisted by a tie-rod. 
as Is often the case with roof trusses, the relative 
displacement of the hinges A Tj Is equal to the 

106 East 23d St, New York city. 
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.train on the Ue-rod. If. however, the supports 

,re fixed, A L will equal *ero. and 
V 1 h 

V _ 

V _ 

A 

Again, assume the system to be without forces 
or weight, and free to move without friction at one 
support and fixed in position at the other support. 

If all the pieces are subjected to a change in 
temperature, the length of the span will change. 
In order to bring the span back to its initial 
length, a force T would have to be applied at the 
movable support, an Inward force for a rise of 
temperature, and an outward force for a fall of 
temperature. These forces would produce oppo¬ 
site stresses, in the two cases. If all the bars 
changed t degrees, and If e represent the coeffi¬ 
cient of expansion, then the change in span would 
be e t L. Taking the same steps as before we have 

— e t L, 

and 

d W 

dT ’ 

8> 1 

S-. 
2 E A 

d 8 
= ± h T. = i h. 

d T 

8 1 d 8 
d W — - . - 

BA d T 

E e t L 

Formulas (fi) and (7) can be simplified some¬ 
what. Take the left-hand hinge as the origin of 
rectangular axes, and let the axis of X pass 
through the right hinge. Let x and y be the co¬ 
ordinates of the Moment Point of any piece, r the 
perpendicular distance of the Moment Point from 
the line of direction of its piece, M' the moment 
of the forces about any Moment Point, and m the 
moment about the same Moment Point, neglecting 
the horizontal reactions, or considering the forces 
as acting on a simple beam. The Moment Point 
for any piece is the point about which, in the 
Method of Sections, the moment is taken to deter¬ 
mine the stress of the piece, and the section taken 
is the Moment Section. Then, 

M' 
B - and M' — m — H y; 

r 
or. 

Comparing this with (6) we obtain 

and 

Substituting these values in (6) and (7) we ob¬ 
tain, 

y 1 

H 
r» A 

(8) 

(«• 

y’ 1 
S- 

r* A 

E e t L 
T — -. 

r* A 

If we substitute for m in equation (8) the values 
of equations (1) for the horizontal reaction, with a 
load P at distances a from the left support, and b 
from the right support, 

f b y 1 a y 1 ] 
P I-S-x +-S -X' I 

I L r* A h r*A J 
H - -(10) 

y* 1 
S- 

r* A 

Where the summation of the first term in the 
brackets of the numerator is for pieces to the left 
of the load P. x being the distance of each Moment 
Point from the left support, and where the sum¬ 
mation of the second terra is for pieces to the right 
of the load, x' being the distance of each Moment 
Point from the right support. 

Multiplying the quantity 

y 1 

r* A 

for each piece by the unit force, and considering 
the products as vertical forces, each acting at its 
respective Moment Point on a simple beam of 

span L, the moment of these forces about any 
point, at a distance a from the left support, and at 
a distance b from the right support, will be equal 
to 

M-i 
y 1 y 1 

(11) 
L r» A L r» A 

As this is the equivalent of the quantity in the 
brackets of the numerator of equation (lU), we 
can, therefore, express the latter as 

M 
H — H- 

r* A 

If P is equal to the unit force, we have 

M 
H = -. (12) 

TABLE I. 

2. 3. 4. 5. «. 7. 8. 

g y yM y> 1 y 1 
* 1 y r - - -- 
S r r* r* r* 

1 2U.OO 32.40 tiT.60 0.48 4 60 1.42 II. ... 
2 20.00 57.60 42.40 1.36 36.U1 0.64 III. ... 
3 20.00 75.60 24.40 3.10 102.00 2.541V. ... 
4 20.00 86.40 13.60 6.32 807.20 0.34V. ... 
5 20 00 00.00 10.00 0.00 niO.OO 18.00 VI. ... 
6 38.07 100.00 52.54 1.00 137.04 1.381. 
7 32.17 100.00 42.03 2.38 182.13 1.82 II. ... 
8 26.00 100.00 31.52 3.17 270.68 2.70111. ... 
0 22.73 100.00 21.47 4.66 403.12 4.03 IV. ... 

10 20.32 100.00 13.30 7.47 1,314 11.34 V. 
11 70.50 100.00 50.10 1.60 201.23 2.01 6.2111. 4.201. 
12 46.88 100.00 48.52 2.06 100.10 2.00 5.34 III. 3.35 II. 
13 31.55 100.00 36.44 2.74 237.67 2.38 5.60 IV. 3.22 III. 
14 24.18 100.00 25.41 3.03 374.37 3.74 8.46V. 0.471V. 
15 22.36 100.00 33.80 2.06 105.83 1.06 7.40VI. 6.44 V. 
16 100.00 100.00 61.73 1.62 . 
17 67,60 100.00 63.66 1.86 234.85 2.36 7.2011. 0.401. 
18 42.40 100.00 47.11 2.12 101.04 1.01 6.12III. 3.21 II. 
19 24.40 100.00 46.19 2.21 110.61 1.19 2.81 IV. 1.62 III. 
20 13.60 100.00 75.66 1.32 23.82 0.24 6.38V. 8 00IV. 

r* A 

This, however, applies only to such pieces as are 
on the same side of the load as its Moment Point, 
which is the case only with the chords. The web 
members can be taken account of in two ways. 
The force 

y 1 
-1 

r* A 

can be put in the summation (11) for the opposite 
side from the piece, and x taken as L — x. Or the 
force can be replaced by two equivalent vertical 
forces at the bays of the Joints on each side of the 
intersection of the Moment Section with the lower 
chord. For instance, with the Moment Point on 
the right of the piece, if c represent the horizontal 
distance between the Joints at which the forces 
are to be placed, and d the distance from the 
right-hand Joint to the Moment Point, then the 
force for the left-hand Joint would be 

c r* A 

and for the right-hand Joint 

d + c y 1 
- 1. (14) 

c r* A 

In order to determine the stress in any piece we 
take moments about the Moment Point of all the 

TABLE II. 

II. III. IV. V. VI. VII. VIII. XI. X. 

1 — 0.649 0.488 0.427 0.366 0.305 0.244 0.183 0.122 0.061 
2 — 0.280 0.560 0.490 0.420 0.350 0.280 0.210 0.140 0.070 
3 — 0.186 0.373 0.560 0.480 0.400 0.320 0.240 0.160 0.080 
4 — 0.135 0.270 0.406 0.640 0.450 0 360 0.270 0.180 0.090 
5 — 0.111 0.222 0.333 0.444 0.566 0.444 0.333 0.222 0.111 
6 + 0.180 0.100 0.140 0.120 0.100 0.080 0.060 0.1*40 0.020 
7 + 0.100 0.320 0.280 0.240 0.200 0.160 0.120 0.080 0.040 
8 + 0.140 0.280 0.420 0.360 0.300 0.240 0 180 0.120 0.060 
9 ■)■ 0.120 0.240 0.360 0.480 0.400 0.320 0.240 0.160 0.080 

10 + 0.100 0.200 0.3(K» 0.400 0.500 0.400 0.300 0.200 0.100 
11 + 0.555 0.4m 0.432 0.370 0.308 0.246 0.184 0.123 0061 
12 + 0.126 0.589 0.515 0.441 0.368 0.294 0.220 0.147 0.73 
13 + 0.112 0.224 0.609 0.522 0.435 0.348 0.261 0.174 0.087 
14 + 0.095 O.l'.Ht 0.285 0.630 0..525 0.420 0.315 0.210 0.105 
15 + 0.044 0.089 0.133 0.178 0.777 0.622 0.446 0.310 0.155 
16 — 0.565 0.4m 0.432 0.370 0.;)08 0.246 0.184 0.123 O.iSll 
17 — 0.6<r2 0.589 0.515 0.441 0.368 0.294 0.220 0.147 0.073 
18— 0.112 0.*H)6 0.609 0.522 0.4:« 0 .348 0.2*U 0.174 0.087 
19 — 0.095 O.liH) 0.735 0.»i;«) 0 .525 0.420 0.315 0.210 0.105 
20— 0.044 0.089 0.133 O.KJO 0.777 0.622 0.466 0.310 0.1.56 

lit) ft. each, with the upper chord horizontal and 
the Joints of the lower chord lying in a parabola, 
hinged at the two supports, an end height of lOU 
ft., and a center height of 10 ft. The bents ar- 
marked with Roman numerals, and the pieces 
with Arabic. The truss is to sustain a live load 
of 0,000 lbs. per running foot, besides the d^ ad 
load, which will be assumed at 40 tons per panel. 
The allowable stresses in pounds per square inch 
are: for compression. 

forces acting on one side of the Moment section. 
And in order to better study the effect on any 
piece of any loading which we might have, we 
first take a unit force and place it successively at 
each Joint and determine its effect upon the piece. 
There are three actions working upon the piece, 
which have to be determined. The action on the 
piece of the vertical loads and their vertical reac¬ 
tions, the action of that part of the horizontal re¬ 
action produced by the vertical loads, and the ac¬ 
tion of the horizontal reaction produced by 
changes of temperature. The first two actions pro¬ 
duce opposite effects in the piece, while the third 
may produce either a tensile or a compressive 
stress for the same piece, the one for a rise and the 
other for a fall in temperature. For the stress 
in the upper chord and verticals we have 

s 
— m + Hy±Ty 

r 
(15) 

and for the lower chord and diagonals 

8 
m —H y±Ty y f m 
----HiT 

r r I y 

PART II.—CALCULATION. 

(16) 

I. Conditions.—Suppose we have a truss similar 
to Fig. 1, of 2()0-ft. span, divided into 10 panels of 

9,000 

1* 

1 +- 
30,000 R> 

for live load and 16,000 for dead; and for tension, 
10,000 for live load and 20,000 for dead load. The 
temperature stresses are to be added to the dead 
load stresses, and 80% of the reverse stresses are 
to be added to the live load stresses in getting the 
sections. The Modulus of Elasticity will be taken 
at 2,088,000 tons per square foot, and the Coeffi¬ 
cient of Expansion as 

1 

160,000 

of the length per degree of temperature Fahren¬ 
heit. 

2. Preliminary Calculations.—For each piece cal¬ 
culate the length 1, the vertical distance y of Its 
Moment Point above the supports, and the per¬ 
pendicular distance r of the Moment Point from 
the line of direction of the piece. For the upper 
chord pieces the Moment Points would be at the 
Joints of the lower chord; for the lower chord they 
would be at the Joints of the upper chord, and for 
the diagonals and verticals they would be at the 
points where the line of direction of the lower 

TABLE III. 

1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Tern- y* 1 y 1 y 1 y I 

Maximum Minimum pera- Or. area. 
Piece. Dead. live. live. ture, Reverae. aq. ft. r» A r* A r* A r» A 

1 6.48 + 14.72 — 24.44 2.7r 4- 11.00 0.075 61.3 1.89 II. 
2 21.30 + 29.71 — 61.64 7.68 4- 16.085 0.197 187.4 3.26 III. 
3 48.46 + 39.60 — 112.29 17.51 4- 8.654 0.304 631.6 8.86 IV. 
4 74.20 + 36.21 —147.51 35.89 0.510 1,582.7 18.32 V. 
5 132.16 0.00 —198.18 60.85 0.580 2,793.1 31.03 VI. 
6 — 114.81 + 8.66 — 180.80 10.75 0.678 238.7 2.39 I. 
7 86.42 + 9.70 — 139.34 1X44 0.403 452.0 4.62 II. 
8 — 39.08 + 4.30 — 101.63 17.92 0.260 1,041.1 10.41 III. 
9 — 1.49 + 57.29 — 69.64 28.32 4- 82.12 0.258 1,911.3 19.11 IV. 

10 + 27.49 + 63.79 — 12.66 42.21 — 27.27 0.173 6,655.2 66.66 V. 
11 + 24.67 + 87.89 — 60.89 9.54 -86.n 0.217 927.4 28.62 II. 19.36 I. 
12 + 30.16 + 83.61 — 88.45 11.64 -20.94 0.182 1,076.2 28.87 III. 18.11 II 
13 + 39.96 + 80.63 — 16.36 16.61 0.154 1,543.3 86.35 IV. 20.92 III 
14 + 57.76 + 97.03 — 10.39 22.23 0.163 2,446.9 56.28 V. 80.81 IV. 
15 + 42.73 4-161.93 — 97.84 16.72 — n.K 0.865 661.6 20.84 VI. 16.82 V. 
16 43.65 + 48.79 — 117.61 9.15 4 14.16 0.413 
17 — 64.19 + 84.78 — 131.07 10.63 0.382 614.8 is.OT II. 12.88 I. 
18 70.98 + 16.92 — 122.39 11.99 0.361 629.2 14.20 III. 8.90 II. 
19 — 72.82 + 8.69 — 112.07 12.60 0.340 861.6 8.28 rv. 4.76 III. 
20 — 68.92 4- 27.68 — 116.02 7.48 0.828 726.8 16.41 V. 9.14 nr. 
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<-hor<l pieces lnter8<Tt the upper chord. For each 
piece obtain the quantities 

r y’ 1 j ' 
r ’ r* r’ 

Multiply each of the last by the unit force and 
••oiiHlder them as vertical forces acting at their re- 
HpfM'tlve Moment Points. As there are forces be¬ 
tween the .Moment Point and Moment Sections of 
the Web memiters, their forces are to be replaced 

by the two etiuivalent forces, 

<l y I d + c jr I 
- - (l.'t) and-(H). 

c r’ c r’ 
actinK at the upper chord Joints on either side of 
the Moment Section, the former at the joint fur¬ 
ther from the .Moment Point, and the latter at the 
nearer joint, in above equations c is the panel 
length, and d the horizontal distance of the nearer 
joint from tlie Moment Point. These quantities 
are all Kiven in Talile I., and also the joints at 
which the forces act. 

m 
Values of -.—Obtain for each piece for 

y 

m 
every bay from II. to X. the stress -, where m 

y 

is the moment neRlectlnK the horizontal reacti*»n 
about the Moment Point of the piece with a unit 
load at the bay in question, and y is the vertical 
<listan('e of the Moment I'olnt above the supports. 

These stresses can best be represented by or- 
<linates of an Inlluence Curve. In Fig. 2 let A R 

represent the span. C the Mtiment Section, and D 
the Moment Point of any piece distant a from A 
and b from 1!. Draw A K and R G perpendicular 

a 
to A R, and make A E equal to - 1 and R O 

equal to-1. Draw A G and B E, and they will 

y 
lnters»‘ct at F, on the ordinate from D. For any 
bay at the left of the Moment Section C, the stress 

m 
-will be equal to Its ordinate from A B to A G, 

y 

and for any bay at the right of the Moment Sec- 
m 

tlon C the stress - will be equal to its ordinate 

y 

from A R to R E. Table II. contains these ordi¬ 
nates from each bay for every piece, the sign 
|)1a('ed after the number repre.senting the piece 
indicates the character of the stresses in the line, 
t for tensile and — for compressive. 

4. First Estimate.—Ilorlsontai Reactions.—In 

this paragr.ti>h we will neglect the web mem¬ 
bers ami consider only the sections of the chord 
members. We will consider the chiuds as having 
the same uniform section throughout, which sec¬ 
tion we will take as that required for the piece of 
the upper chord whosestr»*s8 is nearest the average 
stress *>f both chords. This piece will contain a 
point whi<-h is at a distance from the supports 
equal to the sejuare of the span divided by the 
three-halves power of the difference between the 
end and middle vertical pieces. For the truss 
under <'onsideration it would be piece .‘1. 

In formula (lt>) for a uniform section the area 
A would i‘an<-el out, and for a load P = 1, we 
would have for the expression of the ht>rizontal 
reaction for a unit load at a point distant a from 
the left su|>port and b from the right support. 

r» 

where the numerator is the moment of the first 
It) quantities taken on both sides in column 7 of 
Table I., each multiplied by the unit force, and 
<-onsidered as a vertical load a<-ting at Its Moment 
Point, and the denominator is twice the sum of 
the first Itl quantities of column G of Table 1. Th? 
forces of the numerat«)r are: for bays II and X 
l.tSfct each, for III and IX each, for IV 
and VIII 7.471 each, for V and VII 2t).G82 each, 
and for VI :M{. The moments for these forces in 
fiK)t-ton8 will be: for II and X 1ty.(,S.2H, for III 
and IX 2t»l!)..Hl, for IV and VIII •_1»4J..'«i, for V 
and VII J{71G.t)t), and for V’l 4tt7G.OO. These mo¬ 
ments, divided by 1>7.’»7.14.S, or twice the sum of 
the first ten quantities of column G of Table I, will 
give a horizontal reactic»n for a unit of load at II 
or X of G.IGT., at III or IX of 0.207, at IV or 
VIII of 0.;{(r2, at V or VII of 0.:{.S1, and at VI 
of 0.41.S. 

5. t'hord Stresses.—These are obtained by means 
of formula (15), 

y r m 1 

for the upper chord and formula (IG), 

y f m 
8 = --H±T 

r I y 

for the lower chord, 

y 

The factor- for each piece Is found in Table 
r 

I., Column .5; the horizontal reactions for a unit 
load at any bay Is found in the preceding para¬ 

graph; the values of for every piece with a 

unit load at each bay is found in Table II.; and 
the horizontal reaction T, due to the greatest as¬ 
sumed change In temperature, can be obtained 
from t>aragraph G. As according to the conditions 
in paragraph 1, we must calculate the dead, live 
and temperature stresses separately, we will sepa¬ 
rate the terms in the above expression. We will 
then have for the dead stress In any piece in the 
upper chord, 

y 
40 If 

For the maximum live stress, 

y 
(aunimation 

For the minimum live stress. 

(summation 

live stress. 

for positive values). 

for negative values). 

And for the temperature stress, 

y 
±- T. 

The terms maximum and minimum are used 
algebraically. By changing the signs the above 
apply to the lower chord pieces. Table III gives 
these results in columns 2, It, 4, 5, and 6. 

Taking the algebraic sum of the first two quan¬ 
tities within the brackets for each bay for the 
l>lece I, gives for a unit load at II the value 

(».<G4, at III 0.GS.5, at IV 0.111), at V 0.137, 
at VI 0.113, at VII 0.15, at VIII —0.125, at IX 
— 0.2H1, at X —0.444. Adding the positive and the 
negative values gives for piece 1, + 0.513 and 
— 0.S50. In the same way we obtain for piece 2. 
+ 0.3G:t and — 0.755; for piece 3, -i- 0.213 and 
— O.*i04; for piece 4, + 0.00.5 and — 0.387; for piece 
.5. — 0.307; for piece G. ) 0.07.5 and — 1..583; for 
piece 7, + O.itttS and — 0.!)7G; for piece H. + 0.22G 
and — 0..5.34; for piece 0, + 0.205 and — 0.213; and 
for piece 10, + 0.120 and — 0.028. 

G. Temperature.—By formula (0) we have 

E . e . t. L 2.<WS.<NN> X HO X •JOO X A 
T - ±-± - -=1 22.82 A 

yM 

r* A 

l.%0.<»o)' X ft,7:i7.1.5 

From paragraph 5 we have for the largest com¬ 
pressive stress in piece 3 by formula (1.5), 

8 <= .3.1 [— .‘XU — 32.82 A]. 

This must equal p A where p is the allowable 
stress, which we will assume to be 720 t»)n8 per 
s<iuare Omt. Solving for A, we obtain, 

— .3C. .1 X 3 .1 
A --- 0.247 sq. ft. 

720 — 22.82 X 3.1 

Therefore T equals ± .5.G5 tons. 

7. Final Calculations.-Web Stress.-^ —r i, 
.same formulas as in paragraph 5, the str 
the web members contained in Table in 
found. 

8. Areas.—Having now obtained appr.. 
values for all the stresses, settle upon the .- . 
for each piece, and determine its area a ci.rlin;; 
to the allowable stresses in paragraph 1. Th .\in,i 
stresses should in practice also be obtain i 
the necessary areas here added. Howev., ,.jj, 
these do not effect the method, we have .mi.] 

them. The area of each piece in square f.t t is 
given in column 7 of Table III. 

!>. Correction for Assumptions.—In paragraph I 
we assumed that the chords had a uniform se i,on 
which cancelled out in formula (1<»). Nou, how¬ 
ever, we have approximate areas for all the i.ic . .= 
Divide the quantities in columns G, 7, .S an.l ;i of 
Table I. by their areas in column 7 of Table m 
We then obtain the quantities in columns ,s, ;i, jo 
and 11 of Table III. Take the summatlon.s an ! in¬ 
sert in formula (10). 

P I- ^- X + - 

I L r* A L r- A 

3- 

r= A 

obtaining the horizonntal reactions for a unit l.-i.i,] 
at each hay. Also insert in formula (li), 

E e t L 

y’ 1 

r* A 
and obtain the horizontal reaction due to the 
change in temperature, as was done in paragrai>h 
G. With the.se values obtain the stress.s and 
areas, as was done In paragraphs 5, 7 and S. 

THE LAUNCH OF A BATTLESHIP.* 

By H. R. Champness.t 

(With full-page plate.) 

The launch to be described was that of Devonport's first 
modern battleship. II. M. S. “Ocean,” the first since the 

days of wood shipbuilding, the preceding ship having also 

been named “Ocean,” and launched as long ago as isat. 

How great the advance was will be understood from the 

fact that the weight of the present ship as launched was 

7,110 tons, the nearest approach to this being a steel 

cruiser, whose launching displacement was 2,8;!0 ton.s, sent 

off the same slip in November, 1890. 

It is true that this is not a record weight even for bat¬ 

tleships launched from the Imperial Dockyards, and it has 

' been far eclipsed by what was lately done in launching the 

"Oceanic,” when 11,000 tons slid into the water, though 

the mean pressure per square foot of the cradle wa.s only 

2.:Ci tons as compared with the 2..'i tons of the “Ocean"; 

but those most closely responsible for ship launching have 

little desire to create records of this sort, and certainly so 

far as the chief constructors of the naval dockyards arc 

concerned, the builders of the “Oceanic” are welcome to 
their pre-eminence. 

Huilding Slips.—An incidental evidence of the growth in 

dimensions of modern ships is seen in some of the navui 

yards, where the building slip has been adapted for 

launching the present ships of great beam and flat flmir by 

cutting away the sides of the slip at the lower end to 

enable the full section 'of the ship to clear it. Thi.s was 

avoided at Devonport by increasing the width of the slip 

throughout sufficiently to provide for all probable In¬ 

creases of beam; the slip was also lengthened at the upper 

end, and two concrete piers 25 ft. wide were built at the 

lower end in wake of the launching ways, to carry the shi|> 

Into deep water when the fore end of the cradle left the 

groundways. 

How well these old slips were piled Is clear, since, in 

spite of the enormous Increase of weight borne beyond 

what could have been dreamed of when they were first pre¬ 

pared. no sign of subsidence of any kind was discernible, 

though periodical tests for it were made, and the structure 

was carefully watched. 

Duilding Declivity.—The declivity of the keel In build¬ 

ing was %-in. to the ft., about as usual for a ship of this 

size, and that of the groundways, or foundation on which 

the cradle carrying the ship slides, was 51-04-ln. to the ft. 

The longUudinal serdion of this surface was a circular 

arc. and had a “caml)er,” or round up. of 9 ins. in a length 

of :ki0 ft. This prevented the groundways becoming hol¬ 

low under compression due to the weight of the ship and 

cradle, and so increasing the difficulty of launching.though 

there is perhaps no absolute necessity for this in naval 

yards where the floor of the slip is of granite or other hard 

stone upon a thick bed of concrete. It is, however, de- 

•A paper read at the Plymouth meeting of the Institution 
of .Me<'hanical Engineers. 

tChlef Constructor, H. M. Dockyard, Devonport. 



..\l1i,nlst 24, 

wa« .'{'i-lii. wood dowpl*, about b ft. apart for about JUat 

ft. down, with Intprmodiato bolta 1-ln. in diamt'ler, px- 

pppt at thp fore end where they were t*<. Ina. The plank 

of the ftroundwaya on which the ribband rcated waa also 

dowelled to the transverse blocks in wake of the land ties 

below it. as well as bolted like the other plank The oak 

ribband, whose fore end took the thrust of the d«K-ahore, 

was dowelled to the plank, and bolttsl alternately throuRh 

It to each transverse block of the Rroundways, and had a 

steel shoe at the fore end whose fayiiiK surface aitainst the 

doK-shore was planed, R. Kin. 7. This ribband was laid 

so that when the cradle was in position there should be a 

clearance between the two varyliiK from '»-ln. at the up¬ 

per to ins. at the lower end of the ways. This pro¬ 

vided aKainst the cradle jamming between the ribbands as 

the ship went off. and the increased clearance at the lower 

end Rave play for some small amount of swerviiiK on the 

ways if the tide caURht the ship before she was ftilly atloat. 

To resist the tendency of any such movement to carry 

away the ribband, each piece was shored not only at the 

butt, but also In mid-leiiRth, the shore beiiiR about lit ft. 

apart In wake of the cradle and Jtt ft. below. To prevent 

the shores which are fitted below hiRh water from liftimc 

under the action of the back wash as the ship went off 

they were bolted to the Rroundways. and lashni to the land 

ties of the slip at their outer ends. The three ribband 

shores at the fore end of the cradle were only .'i ft. apart. 

The outer ends of all these shores butted aRalnst the solid 
masonry at the sides of the slip. 

Cradle.—The Rcneral construction and component parts of 

the cradle will be understood from the accompanyiiiK cuts. 

The fore end of it was about li,". ft. abaft the stem, and the 

after end at extremity of Inner shaft tubi-, both beliiR In 

wake of one of the main transverse bulkheads. ItestloR 

on the (troundways are the bllReways, solid timber strue- 

tures of Dantzic fir. .■{|(l ft. loiiK, ft. wide, and ft thl< k, 

the lower surface beliiK faced with 4-ln. teak, culled the 

•slidiiiK plank.” The fir s« tlon of ”<» sq. ft. was made 

up of 4 baulk with plain butts, the several leiiRlha well 

to the base. The curve of buoyancy intersects this at a 

point A after the ship has travelled XI7 ft., when she is 

fully water-borne. 
The center of gravity of this ship was over the after end 

of the ways when she had moved ‘J77 ft., when of course 

the moment of welRht about this point was zero,while there 

was then a larRe positive moment of buoyancy, which was 

maintained and Increased relatively to the. moment of 

welRht until the ship was fully afloat. There could there¬ 

fore be no tlppiPK motion while on the ways. Althoufth 

when the weight of the ship waa taken on the cradle, the 

Iiressure per square foot on the groundways was not nnl- 

form, it only varied with the relatively small variation In 

the weight of the ship per foot of length as built at time 

of launching, when generally there is but little concen¬ 

tration of weight due to such fittings ns armor, machinery, 

etc. As buoyancy is gained in launching, a point is 

reached when the fore end of the cradle is alone in con- 

ne<-tlon with the groundways, and it is there the local 

stress In launching is greatest. This is shown in Fig. if, 

where the moment of weight about the fore puppet being 

constant Is represented by a straight line parallel to the 

base, and the curve of moment of buoyancy about the same 

I»oint Intersects it at a point R lorresponding to a travel 

of :{«t2 ft., when the stern of the ship commences to lift. 

The compressive fori'e on the fore poppets at this moment 

is shown by the difference of ordinates, C I), between the 

curves of weight and buoyancy, and was equal to l..'{i.’<l 

tons, or tkk* tons on each poppet, which had an area of ifr> 

s<i. ft., and therefore bore momentarily a stress of iftl.4 

tons per sq. ft. The mean pressure per square foot of 

bearing surface of the cradle betwi'en the fore and after 

|)oppet8 when in position on the slip differs considerably 

with different ships, ranging from about 1 to f! tons, which 

is very seldom exce<>ded. In this instance it was tons. 

While it is not generally necessary with warships to de¬ 

termine whethey they will have stability in the launching 

condition, because they are designed to be stable however 

»ir»bl' 
clfeot I 

rarle* ' 

her. I 
point i' 

thirds 
perpeii' 

ferred 
ourv-n! 

tend! ■ 
la the 

or af 
In li¬ 

ked • 
nioveii 

laum 

'.)ckyard practice in this respect differs, and this 

-sometimes at mid-length, and In other cases at two 

l.r length of ship from the bow, or even at the after 

;cular. The declivity of “/a4-ln. to the ft., re- 

r, above, is the gradient of the tangent to this 

urface at the top of the camber, and the holding 

is greatest the farther aft the tangent point is. 

(b ean,” this point was at the aft side of stern post 

■ perpendicular. 
iiching, the fore end of the straight part of the 

proaches the bottom of the ship in each foot of 

nt approximately by the difference between the 

ig and building declivities, viz., — %, or 

and as the distance from the fore end of the keel 

;,:-|er end of the straight floor of the slip was :t4s 

, drop of the keel was ‘V«4-ln. x 348, or 5 ft. 
.onsideratlon, and the clearance between the k< el 

liottom of the slip at this point, generally from 1 

determines the height at which the foremost hlor'k 

• laid for building, and taken in eonnection with the 

.- deidlvity, enables the blocks to be laid correctly, 

of the launching conditions. It is further neces- 

.it this height of blocks should be sufficient to allow 

11 top of the groundways for the section of cradle 

in Fig. 1">, Including the bilgeway, the wedges or 

and the solid timber between them and the ship 

is known as “stopping up,” and had a minimum 

It was this shore on eai’h side which, with the few blfx-ks 
remaining under the keel Just before launching, and the 

friction of the grease on the ways, prevented the ship from 

being launched. Fig. 7 shows that the shore waa cut at 

the fore end to such an angle that It cleared Itself as it 

fell. A trial of this is always made when the shore is firat 

fitted, and before any strain come upon It, by letting a 

dummy weight fall upon it. The wedge-shaped steel face 

II on top of the dog-shore, immtMlIutely under the weight, 

had its upper surface square to the direction of the blow, 

the full effect of which was thus transmitted to the shore. 

While the exact resistance to be overcome in knocking 

away the dug-shore cannot be determined, a rough esti¬ 

mate on the safe side may be made by resolving the weight 

of the ship parallel to the thrust of the shore, and assum¬ 

ing that the blocks remaining under the ship and the 

grease upon the ways bear no part in resisting this. Wo 

thus get a crushing force on each shore of about Iftti tons, 

and taking the coefficient of steel on steel as tt.;{, and al¬ 

lowing that the shore clears itself after about Vj-ln. of 

travel, which is really the rase, we get 

Work to be done = 24t) x tl.3 x '/« 3 ft.-tons. 

The work due to the fall of half a ton through 17 ft.., 

which was provided for, is 8V4 ft.-tons, which, with the 

other assumptions in favor of the pressure to be overcome, 

gave sufficient margin fur safety. 

The remainder of the cradle above the bilgeways con¬ 

sisted of three parts, the stopping up (amidships) and the 

fore and after poppets. The stopping up, which, like the 

poppets, was of the full width of the bilgeways, namely 5 

ft., consisted of solid Dantzic Hr timber carefully fitted to 

the bottom of the ship and l!Ki ft. lung. The poppets 

varied from 15 to 25 sq. ft. in sectional area, and were 

nearly vertical, except the first and last two or three, 

which stood rather more square to the surface of the bot¬ 

tom in a fore and aft direction. The heels of these puppets 

were steadied by tenons 11 ins. wide by 1<^ Ins. deep, which 

fitted a fore and aft groove, KKK, In the 0-In. poppet 

board of English elm below them; the spread of these 

poppets at the heel Just above this board, and also at 

the bead, was preserved by chocks, LL, Figs. 7 and 12, 

FIG. 1.—VIEW OF BRITISH BATTLESHIP "OCEAN,” LAUNCHED AT DEVONPORT DOCKYARD, 
PLYMOUTH, 1898. 

light, yet such a calculation is made, and both the vertl<'al 

position of the center of gravity and the metacenlrlc height 

are ascertained. The latter in this case was 12 ft. 

The trim of the ship when afioat was also estimated, 

and showed that she would not be fully water-borne when 

the cradle left the end of the groundways, but would drop 

about 4 ft., for which there was ample depth of water. 

The details of the structure of groundways and cradle, 

and the internal shoring of the ship to enable the strains 

developed in launching to be effectively distributed and 
safely borne, aro worth description. 

Groundways.—The groundways were 427 ft. long and I! 
ft. li ins. wide, and were laid ofi transverse blocks of oak 

in wake of each “land tie,” or wood foundation of the slip 

spaced about 5 ft. » Ins. apart. Retween the oak blocks 

were two of fir equally spaced for about two-thirds the 

length of the slip, until near the position of the fore pop¬ 

pet already referred to, where the stern of the ship com¬ 

mences to lift. Helow this, the blocks were of oak or 

teak, laid side by side. The upper surface of the blocks 

was trimmed throughout to the camber, and covered with 

5-in. teak plank, secured with 4i-in. bolts !) ins. long, rag- 

pointed and punched down below the surface at least 4i-ln. 

to obviate all danger of their protruding under the com¬ 

pression of the ways and obstructing the launch. The 

butts of these planks were well distributed, and were 

beveled, as shown in Fig. 8, to facilitate the travel of the 

cradle over them. The foremost planks In each strake 

were made as long as possible, dowelled into the blocks, 

and extended well abaft the fore end of the cradle. 

Through these planks was bolted the large cleat, A (Fig. 

4), which formed a base for the pressure of the hydraulic 

pumps, provided for pushing the ship off, if necessary. On 

the outer end of these groundways, a “ribband,” A (Figs. 

7 and 11), 12 x 10 ins., extending the whole length of the 

ways, was fitted. It was of fir except the upper 30 ft., 

which were of best English oak. The general security 

as to available labor, coupled with building experience, 

enabled an approximation of the launching weight to be 

made. The proper progress of the ship fixed the parts 

which made np this weight, and thus it was possible to 

eah ulate in detail the weight of the several parts, and the 

positions of their centers of gravity. The weight calcula¬ 

tion is much simplified when, as is usual, a record is kept 

of all weights put on board. The total weight, and the 

position of center of gravity both vertically and hori¬ 

zontally, were thus obtained, and were easily c. rrected as 

the actual date of launch approached, and a closer approx¬ 

imation to the launching weight became possible. 

The probable height of tide was given by the tide table, 

and was drawn upon the profile of the ship as she lay on 

the blo<'ks. Fig. 2. The displacement was calculated to 

lines parallel to this at any convenient distance, say 2 

ft., whiih, as the ship was launched as a declivity of 

r>l-t!4-ln. to the ft., corresponded to a travel down the 

2 X 12 X M 
ways of-, or about 30 ft., and this is the dis¬ 

tance apart of the calculated ordinates giving the curve of 

buoyancy. Fig. 2. The position of the center of buoyancy 

was also estimated for the displacement to each waterline. 

These calculations assumed that the ship did not lift off 

the groundways as the after part became immersed, and 

it is also clear that the trim differed widely from the 

water-borne condition, because the keel was at a declivity 

of %-in. to the ft., and in a length of 35)0 ft. this gave 

a difference of draft at the fore and after perpendiculars 

of S X ft. = say 20 ft. 4 Ins.; while the trim by the 

stern when the vessel was afloat was only 3 ft., and her 

fully ladened condition is designed for an even keel. 

The results of these calculations, and the moments of 

Weight and buoyancy about the after end of the ways and 

the fore poppet are plotted in Fig. 2, where the abscissae 

represent the travel of the ship down the ways. The 

weight being constant is shown by a straight line parallel 
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but th* end poppeU, eepecially tboee forward, were cloae 

fitting from tbe bead well down tbeir length. The rarloui 

plecea composing them were not only bolted together like 

the others, but were also dowelled. Bach set of poppets 

was connected together outside the cradle by steel ‘dagger” 

plates, TT, Pigs. 7, 12 and 16, three aft and two forward, 

14 Ins. wide and 4t>ln. thick, secured to the poppets by 

niake's screws, and extending far enough from each end 

to overlap and be fastened to tbe stopping up. 

Between tbe upper surface of the bilgeways, and the 

underside of the stopping up and poppet board, was a space 

of 4U Ins., In which the “slices” or beech wedges, 6 ft. 6 

Ins. long, were Inserted when It was desired to “set up” 

the ship, i.e., to take tbe weight on the cradle, and off 

tbe blocks sufflclently to enable the latter to be rammed 

out 
To prevent tbe cradle falling outward at tbe head, a 

steel angle, H, Figs. 7 and 12, was riveted to the bottom of 

the ship, extending from near the fore end to tbe extreme 

after end, where It was turned down over the aftermost 

poppet. The position of the after poppet, and tbe shape 

of the bottom there, gave their beads a much better bear¬ 

ing against the ship than was tbe case forward, and as the 

after end of tbe ship was soonest water-borne, and the 

poppets there were not subject to the great stress of those 

forward, It was not necessary to do more than support 

the angle referred to by tbe bracket plates shown at NN, 

Fig. 12, which In each case were continued as far as tbe 

projecting edge, OOO, of the bottom plate above. At the 

fore end special strengthening was necessary for reasons 

already stated, and Is shown by Fig. 7, where the plate 

PFP was of V4-ln. steel, with a similar plate QQQ riveted 

at the back of It, and fitting closely between the projecting 

edges of the bottom plates above and below It, thus 

greatly stiffening the structure to resist shearing of the 

fastenings. Over the heads of the poppets, a %-ia. steel 

plate RRR riveted to a 7 x 3V4 x %-ln. angle-bar, was fitted 

and turned down over the fore end of the foremost poppet, 

the connection being stiffened by 10 brackets, SSS, formed 

of H-ln. plates and double steel angle bars. All the parts 

of this plate and angle structure were most carefully fitted 

to each other and tbe bottom, the only connection to the 

latter being by 1-in. steel rivets through the plating be¬ 

tween tbe brackets. The single shearing stress of each 

rivet la assumed as 20 tons. 

This structure might yield In two ways (a) by the shear¬ 

ing of all the rivets In the brackets and angle-bars over 

the beads of the poppets, or, (b) by shearing all those 

through the bottom, and also those through tbe brackets 

and doubling plate. Tbe pressure on the fore poppet when 

the stern began to lift has been given as 660 tons, and 

this may be resolved Into a tangential stress of 585 tons, 

and one of 320 tons normal to the bottom. Assuming this 

tangentlsl stress distributed by means of the structure 

over the area surrounding tbe heads of the foremost three 

poppets, we should have to shear about 120 rivets In case 

(a), giving a total shearing stress of 120 x 20 — 2,400 tons, 

and a factor of safety — «"/i« — 4.1. which is ample. 

Fracture In case (b) would need a shearing stress of 157 

X ‘20 — 3.340 tons, or a factor of safety “"/ii* — 5.7. 

In order that tbe two parts of the cradle should preserve 

tbeir relative positions during launching, spread shores, 

about 12 Ins. square and 10 In number, were fitted between 

them under tbe keel, and resting in English elm cleats 

secured to the bilgeways. Figs. 16 and 17. One of these 

shores was at each end of tbe ways, one opposite tbe fore 

end of tbe dog-shores, and tbe remainder divided tbe in¬ 

tervening length about equally. These acted as struts 

Between them at the butu of the stopping up. spread 

chains were flttod as ties, setting up to 144-ln. steel eye 

bolts through tbe stopping up, tbe bolts being hove up on 

plates covering the butts on the outside of the cradle. Fig. 

15. These spread chains were not fitted In wake of the 

poppets. 
No part of the cradle was attached to tbe bottom of the 

ship, and as It was fitted below tbe bilge-keel, and had a 

certain amount of buoyancy, it might leave tbe ship as 

soon as she was affoat and be held under tbe bilge-keel, 

unless this were provided against. To keep It clear, T- 

hars or double angles were fitted as shown by B, Fig. 15, at 

intervals of about 15 ft., tapped to the bottom of the ship 

and bilge-keel, and having a wood strut. C, above each In 

the angle formed by the bilge-keel and bottom of the ship. 

The close-fitting of the cradle, and the pressure developed 

In launching, generally make the cradle adhere so firmly 

that it must be pulled out by tugs, as It Is necessary to re¬ 

move It for the safety of the ship In docking. For this 

purpoee.slecl-wlre hawsers were separately attached to the 

fore and after ends of the cradle, and to each piece of the 

stopping up. the ends of the hawsers being carried Inboard 

on the upper deck till wanted. 
Internal Shoring.—While the fullest use was made of 

the structure of the ship to prevent any alteration of form 

under tbe strains borne in launching, by having all pos¬ 

sible pillaring complete, and all bulkheads and flats riv- 

el«>d off. It was necessary to provide some Internal wood 

shoring, as shown In Figs. I."! to IS. The spread of the 

cradle from out to out was 35 ft. 6 ins.. Fig. 16, which 

caused It to bear directly under one of the longitudinals for 

a great part of its length. Fig. 15. Short shores were also 

fitted, as shown, between tbe Inner and outer bottoms, 

above the edges of the cradle, and a covering baulk was 

laid on top of the Inner bottom, from which stout shores 

reached to the protective deck. The great strength o.‘ the 

framing between tbe Inner and outer bottoms for tbe *>?- 

gine bearers, and that of tbe bearers tbemselves, which 

were complete, made special shoring at that part unneces¬ 

sary, but for tbe remaining length of the cradle, and par¬ 

ticularly abreast of tbe foremast poppets. It was provided, 

and at the latter place the structure was stiffened from one 

side of tbe ship to the other. Fig. 18. Tbe total weight 

of these shores was about 00 tons. 

Lubrication of Sliding Surfaces.—Tbe whole of tbe work 

already described was completed a fortnight before the 

launch, when preparations were made for applying the 

lubricants to tbe sliding surfaces. For this purpose the 

whole of the cradle above the bilgeways was temporarily 

suspended to the bottom, on tbe outside of the cradle by 

strips of \^ln. plate. Figs. 15 and 16, tapped through the 

bottom of the ship and screwed to tbe cradle. On the 

inside, wood struts, D, Figs. 15 and 18, 6x6 ins., resting 

on the bottom of the slip, and screwed below to the 

groundways and above to tbe cradle, kept tbe latter in po¬ 

sition against the bottom of tbe ship. The poppet board 

was secured to the poppets, both inside and outside tbe 

cradle, by plates, VVV, Figs. 7 and 12, screwed to both, 

and left In position until tbe ship was afloat, which pre¬ 

vented the board from leaving the poppeU and sinking, as 

being of English elm It might do. The ribband on tbe 

outer edge of the groundways was then removed, and 

5-In. plank, E, Fig. 18, fixed at intervals from ‘20 to 30 ft., 

with its inner end at top level with tbe top of tbe ground- 

ways, and sloping up and outward. The bilgeways were 

next hauled by steam winches on to these supports, and 

the remainder of the cradle was temporarily shored up 

from the groundways, F, Fig. 18. After a careful Inspec¬ 

tion of these surfaces, tbe lubricants were applied first to 

a short length of the ways, which was coated to the re¬ 

quired thickness, and then loaded over a portion of Its 

surface to tbe mean pressure of 2.5 tons per sq, ft. by bal¬ 

last, this load being launched, and testing the adhesiveness 

of the lubricant to tbe groundways and its adaptability 

generally for Its work. The exact position of the bilge- 

ways have been razed in on tbe groundways for fitting 

purposes, wood battens %-in. thick were nailed to these 

lines, and the space between them coated with Russian 

tallow applied hot until a solid coating H-in. thick was 

obtained. It Is sometimes an advantage to mix beeswax 

with the tallow, in order to assist tbe coheeiveness of the 

lubricant and prevent it from cracking and caking. On 

this a coating of “slum” was placed, made up of Russian 

tallovr and train oil boiled together and well mixed In the 

proportion of 4 gallons of oil to 1 cwt. of tallow, being one 

part oil to two of tallow. This was not applied hot. The 

proportions of oil varies with ihe temperature of the at¬ 

mosphere, being less In hot than in cold weather. The 

surface of the slum was irregularly grooved, after which 

train oil was poured upon it, and finally soft soap scat¬ 

tered In patches throughout the length of the cradle. The 

under surface of the bilgeways was coated with Russian 

tallow similarly applied, but only to a thickness of about 

'4-In., on which the slum was placed. The side of the 

ribband next to the bilKcways was also thickly coated with 

slum, and the narrow space between them sprinkled with 

oil. Across the surface of the groundways, 40 grease 

irons, GQ, Fig. 18, to keep the bilgeways clear of the 

groundways while being hauled back, were then placed In 

pairs and steadied on the inside of the cradle by workmen, 

until tbe bilgeways were hauled again into their proper 

position, and fayed against the struts previously described 

us supporting the cradle against the bottom of the ship. 

The grease Irons were withdrawn, the battens removed, 

and the long beech slices, of which about 1,300 were used, 

were Inserted between tbe bilgeways and upper part of the 

cradle, except those below high water, which were not put 

In until It was necessary to drive them, and so were kept 

dry. The temporary struts and angle supports to the 

cradle were next removed, the ribband on the outer edge of 

tbe groundways was replaced, fastened -and shored, tbe 

holes through the bottom <4 the ship were plugged, and the 

cleats on tbe bilgeways replaced and bolted. A large cleat, 

D, Fig. 5, was also bolted to tbe groundways at the lower 

end of the cradle, to prevent any premature sliding move¬ 

ment. Ten steel keys, E, Fig. 15, on each side, varying 

regularly from % to 1% ins. in thickness from fore to 

after end of bilgeways, were then Inserted at equal dis¬ 

tances between them and the ribband, and maintained 

them In position. Battens F were nailed over this groove 

to prevent any substance getting in which might obstruct 

the launch. The remaining slices were Inserted, the dog¬ 

shores were placed, and two “triggers,” WW, Fig. 7, put 

beneath each, that with a plain bevelled end preventing the 

shore from falling, and tbe other with rounded end serv¬ 

ing the same purpose when Just before launching the 

former was removed. Between the slices at intervals were 

12 steel angles, YY, Figs. 7 and 12, on each side of tbe 

cradle, connected by bolts hove up with nuts, and these 

helped to keep the sides of the cradle in position and flush 

with those of the bilgeways. 

Setting up tbe Ship.—Preparations were then made for 

“setting up” the ship. This operation is generally begun 

tbe day before the launch, the alter portion only being 

dealt with at that time, say about one-fourth the length of 

the cradle. For this purpose tbe slices were manned 
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both Inside and outside the cradle by shlpwrig>.;, 

heavy mauls. The shores at this part were als . ' 

and kept effective as the setting up proceeded - 
ening the wedges under them. At a given s 

v^bole of the men struck together. The strah 

building blocks was tested at intervals by stn, 

wood wedge blocks. HH, Fig. 18, of each tier , 

was clear that they had been relieved sufficientty 

»ble them to be readily removed. This removal 

immediately upon tbe conclusion of the setting u' 

the building shores under tbe bottom Inside the 

were also taken away, tbe remaining shores out- 

cradle being roped at the head, and the ropes ca 

board In readiness for lowering them on tbe la- 

day after completing tbe setting up. As the blocks » 

moved, “skeg” shoree.EE, Fig. 3,rounded at each t 

placed under the keel at Intervals, to assist in sup-,.rtmB 

the overhanging part of the ship beyond the crad.e ard 

the blocks left standing. These shores are genf r.niy ;.,f( 
in position unUl the ship is launched, the form of 

ends making It easy for her to trip them as she ni. ves"^ 

The drying and lubrication of tbe ways below the 

was carried out on the morning of tbe day of the laun'-' as 

the Ude ebbed, and finished as It rose. ‘The completl. i, of 

the setting up commenced at about the same time ,,nd 

somewhat abaft where it was left the day before, s!.,; aas 

continued until near the fore end of the cradle, it i.s not 

usual to set up the extreme forward end, but only to 

tighten up tbe slices there as necessary to give t.;cni a 

proper bearing. Three or even four slices were allotted 

to each man in setting up. When this work was finished, 

the beads of the slices were roped together, as they have 

some buoyancy and might otherwise float away singly when 

the ship was launched. The remaining shores between the 

cradle were removed, and the dog-shores were tightly set 

by driving a thin steel wedge between them and the fore 

end of the ribband on the groundways. Additional security 

was given to foremost and aftermost poppets by driving 

two long bolU through each Into bilgeways P,Flg. 4, and 0, 

Fig. 5, and to somewhat lessen tbe resistance, a cut water 

Plate 6, was fitted against the aftermost poppet. The re¬ 

maining building shores were then knocked away, com¬ 

mencing from forward and working regularly aft, a? the 

foremost shores tend to push tbe ship down the slip, while 
the after ones act as struts against this. 

The completion of the setting up was effected in time to 

enable all these shores to be got away before the rising 

tide reached the aftermost. It frequently happens that as 

the remaining keel blocks are removed, and the ship 

settles down on the cradle, she moves slightly or “draws," 

and before knocking away these blocks, means are adopted 

for measuring this movement by fixing two battens parallel 

to but not in contact with each other, one to the fore end 

of the sliding ways, and tbe other to the side of the fixed 

cleat at the fore end of the groundways, and with their up¬ 

per edges in the same place. Across the edge a line is 

transversely drawn, and whatever slight sliding motion 

takes place is shown by thedistance between this line on the 

fixed and the moving batten. Fig. 6. A corresponding 

“tell-tale” was also fitted to the stem of tbe ship upon the 

launching platform. The difficulty of getting the keel 

blocks away varies greatly with different tiers, depending 

partly upon unequal crushing of the blocks during the 

building, and tbe extent to which the ship is set up and 

afterwards settles upon the cradle and blocks. Generally 

the excessive pressure is only upon a few tiers of blocks, 

and, as the hour of launching draws near, may be only 

upon one tier. As a rule, upon the day of launching, the 

blocks are only removed sufficiently In advance of the tide 

to permit the work to be done. This remark applies also 

to the removal of tbe bilge-cleat at the after end of the 

bilgeways, and to that of the steel keys and battens on top 

of tbe ribband. Should the ship be lively and draw to any 

extent, some tiers of bjocks would be replaced and tbe ship 

would be allowed to trip them In launching. If, however, 

the tell-tales show no sign of movement in tbe ship, the 

removal of the blocks would proceed right up to tbe time 

of launching, and it might even happen that no blocks 

would remain under tbe keel when the dog-shore fell, but 

this extreme Is not usual. Experience must guide in this 

matter In connection with the circumstances of each ease, 

and ships of tbe size now described have been launched 

with as many as 29 tiers of blocks standing, and with as 

few as one. The removal of the blocks Is facilitated by 

the method of building them; the wedge blocks, H, Fig 

18, generally soon yield to the blows of a ram, but in ad¬ 

dition to this, the thin top or “cap” block is usually of 

some straight-grained but fairly hard wood, such as teak, 

which has to be split out by steel wedges when the ram 

fails. The use of gunpowder for this purpose has been 

known in a private shipbuilding yard. 

Hogging and Sagging.—After the ship was set up, mean 

were taken ta ascertain bow much the elasticity of the 

structure allowed her to alter form, both longitudinally 

and thwartships, from tbe land-borne to the water-borne 

condition. As great a length as possible on the upper 

deck was chosen, and three vertically-adjustable sight bat 

tens were fixed, one toward each end and one about amid 

ships. The edges of tbe battens were carefully sighted 

so as to be In one plane, and the positions were marked 

upon the fixed framework carrying the sights. 

Similar adjustments were made after launching, and the 
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differences afforded a measure ot the droop of the ends of 

the ’•hip relstlTely to the middle, or vice Torsa, known as 

hope:Ilk and saKKinK respecUvely. AthwarUhIp observa- 
of this kind are only made In the ships of greatest 

heam, and seldom show an appreciable moTement. In the 

cs^e of the “Ocean," the "breakage” by bogging In a 

lenpth of 312 ft., was only Vu-ln. and In the breadth of 

«1 ft., nil. 
F-tflng Dog-Shores.—Each weight of 10 cwt. for freeing 

the doft-ahore was placed In position on the day of the 

laun h at the top of a shoot which allowed a drop of 17 

ft The weights had been suspended for ten days pre- 

Tloufly by the white manlla rope to be serered at the mo- 

nient of launch, so that the rope had been fully stretched 

bpfrrc the wHght was finally put In position. This rope 

was led over a sheare at the top of the shoot to the front 

of the ship's ram, and lashed across a wood-chock there. 

The framework of the shoot, consisting of steel angles at 

the corners and so having open sides, admitted readily of 

the Insertion of a shore to take the strain of the weight off 

the rope until the last moment* 
A tide gage was fixed at the after end of the ground- 

ways and the height of water over the groundways was 

recorded In sight of the launching platform every quarter 

of an hour during the last hour and a half before launch- 

Inp. The number of the blocks remaining under the keel 

was similarly recorded as each tier was removed. 

It is not often that the blow ot the weight falls to free 

the dog-shore and release the ship, but In case of failure, 

men are ready to cut away this shore with axes until Its 

weakened section causes It to yield. This operation Is 

dangerous not only to the men, but may be so to the safety 

of the ship If one shore yields before the other. 

To assist the ship to start on the fall of the dog-shore, 

a hydraulic pump of 150 tons pressure was placed on each 

side at the fore end of the bllgeways, and one of 80 tons In 

reserve. There was also one of .lOO tons directly beneath 

the stem, to ease her off the groundways. Special care 

was taken to test the efficiency of these pumps, both before 

and on the day of the launch, and also to see that they 

were not exerting any pressure until the dog-shores had 

actually fallen. 
Watertight Compartments.—As the work of building pro- 

Rressed, all compartments below the calculated launching 

draft of the ship, and as many more as possible, bad been 

completed and tested for watertightness, and the perma¬ 

nent doors or other means of access were also In place and 

closed before launching. All Kingston valves, sea-suc¬ 

tions to pumps, inlets and discharges through the bottom 

were tested and certified to be tightly closed. Two 9-ln. 

Pownton’s pumps were completely fitted on board to give 

some power of ridding the ship of water if necessary, and 

the sluice-valves on bulkheads, and water-courses to the 

pump suctions were all seen to be clear. Men were 
launched in the ship to make an inspection of all com¬ 

partments below water as soon as she was afloat, and re¬ 

port the result. 
The Launch.—All being thus in readiness, the tide gage 

showing sufficient water, and the harbor reported clear, 

the men removing the blocks were withdrawn, the shores 

supporting the weights were taken out. the triggers be¬ 

neath the dog-shores were removed, and the rope holding 

the weights was severed, knocking away the dog-shore, 

which together with the weight, was pulled clear of the 

ways, and the ship was free. 
.\o observation of the launching velocity was made.but as 

a series of such records for various ships launched on the 

same groundways with different building declivities and 

launi'hing weights, would furnish useful Information, It 

may be possible at some future time to supplement the 

present paper by a discussion ot such particulars. 

The speed In launching is checked In many private yards 

by heavy anchors bedded In the ground, and with lengths 

of cable ranged alongside the groundways, the ultimate 

tautening of the cable checking the ship. This is suitable 

and necessary where the ship Is launched Into a channel 

of comparatively small extent relatively to her length, and 

the distance she would travel if free; but the ordinary 

means of dropping anchor are adopted In the government 

yards where the channel Is ample enough for the ship to go 

well out and swing up into the tide when the cable Is 

slipped. 
If possible the wood cradle Is pulled out before berthing 

the ship, but generally this is done more at leisure on ..ays 

subsequent to the launch, and before docking. 

DOUBLE DECK BRIDOE AT WELLS ST., CHICAGO, 

ENGINEERING NEWS. 

until the present time In consequence of the stop¬ 
page of work on the construction of the elevated 
railway. The street was formerly carried over 
the tracks by a light through-truss pin-connected 
bridge, of 83-ft. span, built by the Keystone 
Bridge Co. in 1872, but the new structure will have 
deep rectangular trusses of much heavier design. 
The length of span will be 88 ft. 10% Ins. c. to c. 
of end pins, and the depth of truss will be 111 ft. 
2% Ins. c. to c. of chords. Fig. 1 shows the gen¬ 
eral arrangement and design of the work. The 
cost will be paid by the two railway companies in 
equal proportions. 

The new abutments will be of Joliet limestone, 
backed with heavy rubble, the face courses de¬ 
creasing gradually from 28 to 10 Ins. in height. 
Under the stone masonry will be a 2t-ln. bed of 
Portland cement concrete 111 ft. wide, increased to 
48 ins. in depth and 15 ft. in width at the center 
and ends. The coping course Is of Bedforil granite 
18 ins. deep. The length of the wall under the 

coping is 54 ft. 6 Ins., with sides and face b.itter- 
Ings 1 In 12. The thickness of the wall itself la 5) 
ft. at the base and 6 ft. 1 in. under the coping. 

The superstructure consists of three trusses, 88 
ft. 1014 Ins. c. to c. of end pins, set 24 ft. Il ins. 
apart, with floor beams projecting 15 ft. 9 Ins. 
beyond the outer trusses. The total width is thus 
80 ft. There are eleven floor beams, 8 ft. KKn ins. 
apart c. to c., except that the end floor beams are 
10 ft. S-'S) ins. from the next beams. The diagonal 
bracing below the floor is between alternate panel 
points, forming five bays or panels between each 
pair of trusses. The floor beams support roadway 
stringers. 2 ft. 10 11-16 ins. apart, c. to c. 

Fig. 2 shows the construction of the center truss. 
The end posts are built-up members, having four 
angle Irons and two side web plates, the front and 
back having lacing bars. The other main posts 
are double channels, connected by lacing bars and 
plates. There are also short intermediate posts of 
similar construction, extending from the top chord 
to the intersections of the diagonals, whence eye- 
bar hangers are suspended to carry the inter¬ 
mediate floor beams. The top chord is of box sec¬ 
tion, with web and cover plates and four-flange 
angles, the lower flange angles being connected 
by lacing bars and batten plates. The diagonals 
and bottom chords are built up of eyebars, and the 
end panel has a horizontal strut at mid-height. Ii. 
the two end panels, the chord eyebars are con¬ 
nected by horizontal diagonal bracing, secured by 
bolts passed through gas-pipe spacing sleeves. 
The outer trusses are of similar design, but some¬ 
what lighter in some of the members. The north 
or sliding end of the bridge will have a nest of six 
.3%-ln. rollers, 30 ins. long, under each end post. 

The top floor consists of a series of rectangular 
troughs formed by pairs of vertical 12-in,. 3.5-lb. 
channels, with the flanges Inward, these pairs be¬ 
ing connected by horizontal 12-ln., 25-lb. channels. 
This floor rests upon the top chords, and angle 
iron knee braces connect the floor and the truss 
posts. The lower floor has lines of 10-ln., 3i5-lb. 
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floor beams are 15-In., 42-lb I-beams, set close to 
the face of the back wall. The one at the north or 
sliding end of the bridge has stirrups and guides 
for the stringers, while at the other ends the webs 
of the beam and stringers are connected by brack¬ 
ets or knees. 

The clear headway on the roadways will be 13 
ft. 11% ins. The paving of the roadways between 
the trusses will be of 7%-ln. oak blocks on a floor¬ 
ing of southern pine planks, 3^4 x 12 ins. On each 
roadway will be an electric railway track laid 
with the North Chicago Ry. Co.’s standard 7 3-16- 
In. side-bearing girder rails, laid directly upon the 
planking, the edges of the paving blocks b.-lng 
beveled to form a flangeway. The center of the 
track will be 6 ft. 3 ins. from the center of the 
truss. Outside of each outer truss will be a solhl 
floor of steel channels, 1‘2 x .3% Ins., forming a 
series of longitudinal troughs, alternately op- n 
and Inverted. These are connected by a single line 
of rivets through the adjacent flanges. Over thi.« 

floor will be a Ailing of natural cement concrete, 
6 ins. deep above the floor beams, and covered 
with a granolithic pavement, 2 Ins. thick, forming 
the sidewalk. An ornamental railing will protect 
the sidewalks. It was originally intended to use 
inverted segmental troughs with horizontal 
flanges, but the channels have been adopted in¬ 
stead. 

To protect the Iron-work from the corrosive ef¬ 
fects of gas and smoke from the engines pa.ssing 
under the bridge, there will be a close flooring of 
•>4-in. plank, nailed to pine stringers 2x6 ins. As 
the clearance between this planking and the tops 
of the smokestacks of the locomotives Is very 
small, the planking is protected against Are by 
nailing to It a strip of No. 16 galvanized iron. 3o 
or 36 ins. wide, over the middle of each track, this 
iron being heavily painted. 

On the upper floor will be the two tracks of the 
elevated railway, with centers 8 ft. from the cen¬ 
ter of the middle truss. The rails are spiked to 
ties 6x8 ins., 8 ft. long, which are set in the 
shallow 12-ln. troughs and embedded in a bitu¬ 
minous concrete, which is sloped down to drain 
into a gutter with downspouts, outside the outer 
trusses. There are double-guard timbers to each 
rail, and the third-rail conductor will be on the 

outer side of each track. The material Is mild 
steel, and all shop rivets are of steel, while field 
rivets are of wrought Iron. The rivets are mainly 
%-ln. diameter, and cavity nuts are used on all 
the pins. 

The assumed loading was as follows; trusses, 
100 lbs. live load per sq. ft. of roadway; and 75 
lbs. per sq. ft. of sidewalk. Roadway floor beams. 
17 tons on 6 ft. of width. Roadway stringers, 5 
tons concentrated on the center. Standard trains 
of the elevated railway were used In the calcula¬ 
tions for the upper (railway) floor. The estimated 
weight of the steel-work is about 390 tons, and the 
concrete sidewalks, roadway paving, etc., will 
bring the total weight of the span to about 500 
tons. 
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FIG. 1.—DIAGRAM ELEVATION OF DOUBLE- DECK BRIDGE AT WELLS ST., CHICAGO. 

((With full-page plate.) 

Work is now In progrress In Chicago upon a 
double-deck bridge carrying Wells St. and the 
Northwestern Elevated Ry. over the tracks of the 
Chicago & Northwestern Ry., in front of the 
Wells St. terminal station of the latter road. Just 
north of the Chicago River. The remodeling of 
the 220-ft. drawbridge over the river, to trans¬ 
form It into a double-deck structure, was done In 
1896, but the new fixed bridge has been postponed 

I-beam stringers, whose webs are riveted to angle 
brackets or knees on the webs of the 15V4-ln. plate 
girder floor beams. These beams have web plates 
*4 X 15 ins., and four angle irons % x 4 x 4 ins., but 
beyond the outer trusses the lower chords of the 
beams are inclined upwards, giving an end depth 
of 11 Ins. The floor beams are suspended from 
the pins of the lower chord, and from the hangers 
of the Intermediate posts by means of stlmip.s 
supporting cast-steel blocks which take a bearing 
under the top flange angles of the beams. The end 

The plana were prepared in 1896 by Mr. A. O. 
Riter, City Bridge Engineer, and Mr. J O 'Plhl- 
feld. under the direction of Mr. L. B, Jackson, wh<j 
was at that time City Engineer. The work is now 
being done under the supervision of Mr. John 
Erlcson, City Engineer. The contractors for the 
substructure and superstructure are Messrs. 
Shaller & Schniglau. Western Union Building, Chi¬ 
cago. The material for the supersti ucture will be 
furnished by the New Jersey Steel & Iron Co., of 
Trenton, N. J. 
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Ill vi«*\v Ilf the recent di.scuH.siiin upon the pro¬ 

tection of metal strui-turcH croSHinK railway track.s 

from <-orro8ion hy the l<M-omotive Kaaea, in our 

IsHiie of Auk. •I. 11 i8 of interest to notice the con¬ 

struction of the Weils St. viaduct in ('hicaRo, 

which is shown upon our inset sheet this week. 

It will lie seen that a ^i-ln. pine cellinR covers 

the entire under side of the structure. As we 

|Htinte>l out editorially In our issue of July 2(1, 

tills iirotection has hcen u.sed before, but we are 

Klad to see evidence that increasinR attention Is 

hciiiK (laid to the necessity of some provision of 

this .sort if any reasonable lenitth of life Is to be 

Insured for an overhead hridKc. We should be 

Klad to receive mon* information from those who 

have applied wooden ceiliiiRS of this sort as to 

the method by which they are tinisheil, whether 

painted or left bare. It would appear that paint- 

liiR miRht be objectionable on account of the in- 

cTcased reaillncss with which the wood mlRht 

take (ire, while If the boards were left bare 

warpiiiR miRht occur. .\ coatiiiK of lime white¬ 

wash. made atlheslve by the addition of Blue, 

suRKests Itself to us as perhaps the best coveriiiR 

that could he aiiplied to the wisid, and it could be 

spread from a ^•onlpressed air nozzle at a tritlinR 

<Mist for labor. We should be Rlad to learn, how¬ 

ever, what experience has shown In this matter, 

which promises to be of very considerable im¬ 

portance since wooden ceillnRs are likely to be 

applied to hundriMls of existinR bridges which are 

now ra|iidly liissolvInR into rust. 

AlthouRh (he ro«m1 peojile of ChicaRo are much 

Riven to ho.'istinR of their superiority over other 

cities In such matters as population and com- 

merct', the dlsrei>utahle condition of the streets 

and drawbridRe.< of that city has long been 

notorious Last week public attention was 

fori'ihly attra»-ted to the condition of the bridges 

hy the collapse of one of these venerable struc¬ 

tures when It was swung from its end bearings. 

It good-naturedly waited until It was swung full 

open, and then its chords parted and both ends 

dropped into the pellucid waters of the Chicago 

Uiver. The bridge tenders were unhurt and were 

rescued by a boat. This accident has startled the 

city ofticials Into action, and oerialn other 

bridges have been closed to traflic to prevent 

further accidents which might have far more 

disastrous results. In consequence of this the 

communication between the West Side and the 

other sections of the city will be cut off in many 

places, and the insurance comiianies have re- 

(|uested that additional fife engines be stationed 

in the isolated district, which is considered as a 

dangerous Are risk. The city has (51 bridges and 

.’>7 vladutts. exclusive of railway drawbridges 

The estimated cost of necessary repairs and for 

new bridges to replace those which are b ‘yond 

repair is !|!2.<Mi(l.(i(Mt; but in consequence of the 

failure of the (Mty founcll to make api)roi)ria- 

tlons there is said to be no money now availabl • 

for even the most urgent repairs. The (’ouncil 

has been warned again and again by the engineer.^ 

ami other otilclals of the state of affairs, I)ut has 

chosea t<» disregard all warnings and to reject all 

|)lans for lm|)rovement and for raising the neces¬ 

sary funds. I>a.st year the ap|)ro|iriation for 

maintenance of bridges and viaducts was only 

;i:,s.“(.(NKi, with an additional emergency api»ropria- 

tion of $115,."Ski for urgently needed repairs on 

eight bridges, which might otherwise have col- 

la|)sed as the iCdh St. bridge* did last week. The 

(’ommissloner of Public Works, Mr. L. K. McOann, 

in his report for ISIIS made the following remarks 

on this subject: 

There is no portion of the elty's service that is In Stlch 
need of immediate attention as the bridges and Vlatnirts 
of the city, and it is to be regretted that appropriations 
of suntclent amount cannot be secured to make proper 
and necessary repairs. .Many of the structures are old 
and dilapidated, and have reached that stage of decay 
where wise expenditure of money cannot be made to repair 
them, and they should be replaced by new structures. 

The dfscripthm of the launching of a modern 

battleship which is published in this issue is not 

only a remarkably well written iiiece of technical 

literature, hut, so far as we are able to And. it is 

the only pai>or in which all the details in connec¬ 

tion with the launching of a modern ocean going 

vissel of the largest size have ever been fully set 

forth and illustrated. The task of sliding the 

gieat steel hull of an ocean steamer of large 

size from the ground where it is built into the 

water which is to hereafter support it, and doing 

it without mishap or bringing excessive pressure 

upon the hull at any point is a most delicate one. 

Mr. Phamimess’ paper shows how extensively the 

engineers in charge of this work make use of com¬ 

putations and measurements to insure the safety 

and correct action of their ajiparatus. The old 

time rule-of-thumb methods worked well enough 

in their day, l)Ut those who used them ha<l no 

means of altering them to correspond with the 

growth in size and weight of the vessels to be 

handled. 

In a recent issue the editor of “The Electrician,” 

of I.,ondon, discusses the unsuitability of the arc 

light for light-house service, and advocates in its 

l>lace some form of lamp similar to the Nernst. 

We think this suggestion could be improved upon. 

The trouble with the arc light is that the waves 

emitted are mostly of short-wave lengths, be¬ 

longing to the violet end of the spectrum, and 

are .soon absorbed in a foggy atmosphere. The 

Nernst lamp would be open to precisely the same 

objection, as in it the Incandescent material is 

carried to a very high temperature and the light 

is nearly pure white. The kind of light that most 

readily penetrates a foggy atmosphere will be 

evident to anyone who observes the sun on a 

foggy morning. The only rays that then reach 

the eye are the orange and red. As is well known, 

the light from the ordinary incandescent lamp is 

rich in these same rays. Therefore we would ex¬ 

pect that the incandescent lamp would be par¬ 

ticularly well adapted for light-house service in 

foggy weather, and we are informed that an 

American company is conducting experiments 

hmking towards the production of incandescent 

lamps of high candle power for light-house use. 

Vol. XLII. X.. y 

The paper by Prof. Edgar Marburg , 

growth of correspondence schools and th.-lr 

in technical education, which will be foun : 

where in this Issue, deserves the .seriou 

tentlon of all who are Interested in the a 1 m 

ment of educational work. He discus.s. s ii 

terms the faults which the corr.-.s], , 

schiMils have developed as well as the ev -n 

features of their work, and he gives on th. 

we have reason to believe, a very fair j.i 

There is one point, however, on which Prof ,, 

burg only touches, which has impress. <i u> t 

strongly, and that is the demand for eiiu . .,n 

in a hitherto unknown Aeld which the w,, 

the correspondence schools has uncovered, 

is one school alone with over Sd.thHi pupils , 

rolls, who are paying money which th. 

themselves earned, by hard labor in nearl> c, v 

case, and which they have saved by rigi.t :i\ 

denial. For what are they spending itv c ,r 

pleasure or recreation? No, for a little assi.Ji,,,; , 

in the laborious work of study and self-impr .v 

ment, carried on in many cases after a hard ! 

work and under the most discouraging conditi..:.^ 

No doubt the correspondence schools Imv.- 

greatly increased the numbers of their pupil- i,y 

their vigorous advertising and soliciting .\, 

doubt many have been induced to enter on tii.- 

courses with no real interest back of it to c.onp. 1 

their perseverance: but after making all all .w- 

ances it must be conceded that there is an enor¬ 

mous demand for help of the sort which th.. ....r- 

respondence schools can give, and the fouinl r.- 

of these schools are deserving of no small cr. ilii 

for discovering and demonstrating it. 

The point which especially apjreals to us is tin 

desire which these students evince for edutati..n 

Let us draw a little contrast. There are in th.. 

I’nlted States, according to the last report of ih.. 

Commissioner of Educati<»n, about Hfty “srdio .l.s 

of technoiogy” with about lo.lHMI students. M,,st 

of these schools have been liberally endowed hy 

generous benefactors, and by large gifts from 

States or cities or the Federal Government. Tin 

opportunities afforded to those who attend th..-; 

institutions are the wonder of the present gener.i- 

tion. (''apable instructors, elaborate apparatus, 

everything is done that money can do to make ili 

mad to learning a royal one. These .schools at. 

doing magniAcent work; there is no doubt of it at 

all; and yet it must be frankly confessed that 

very few of the students who attend these insti¬ 

tutions are really appreciative of the benefac- 

,tions of which they are the recipients: and a not 

small proportion in every institution derive very 

doubtful beneAt, if any, from their collegiaU' 

training. Thty are at college because they ar.- 

sent there—to enjoy athletics and society and 

other good things of life—and not for grinding 

over studies. 

Now, if we read human nature aright, it was not 

this sort of people at all that the men an.l 

women of wealth and generosity had in mind 

when they gave their thousands and hundreds of 

thousands to these colleges to further the caus.. 

of education. They had in mind, we are fain to 

believe. Just such ^lorts of young men as the 

young mechanics and artisans wlio patronize (he 

correspondence schools—men who are thirsting 

for knowledge and who need a helping hand t" 

gain it. In fact in many well-known cases it was 

because the benefactor had once been a young 

man himself with his own way to make in the 

world that he bethought him in his (dd age i>{ 

helping other young men to get the education 

which had been denied him or which he had 

found it hard to obtain. 

As we have said, the technical schtmls are dtiing 

admirable work. The correspondence schools can¬ 

not possibly take their place; but we doubt not we 

speak the mind of every Instructor in these schools 

when we say that it is a great pity that the de¬ 

sire for knowledge and the willingness to undergo 

self-denial to obtain it cannot be Imparted to a 

considerable percentage of the students who at¬ 

tend our institutions of higher learning—for any 

reason other than the desire to be taught. So far 

as raising the standards of admission and 

Increasing the difficulties of the course of study 

tends to bar out the non-studious element fmm 
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our technical schools, its effect is wholly Ro.id. 

^ far as it tends to exclude the youths whose 

ri.ans are limited and to contlne the attendance 

t rich men's sons and students who are mere 

worms and nothing else, its effect is wholly 

I.id. 
Hut it is not our Intention now to discuss the 

t, hnlcal schools. Our theme is the correspond¬ 

ence schools. They have demonstrated the need, 

it the need Is being poorly supplied in many cases, 

i; I’rof. Marburg avers, then better means should 

provided. In other words, why is not the in- 

mruction of men just as deserving of philan¬ 

thropic aid as the instruction of youths? Why 

i iiitht not a correspondence school—with the right 

eaiiization of course—be as legitimate a subject 

endowment as a University or a School of 

Technology? There are not wanting keen 

.cities at the present day who aver that our 

, .'.ucational system is far tini topheavy. A 

(i'zen universities will send their agents solicit¬ 

ing the patronage of the boys who can raise the 

funds to go to college; but what is being done for 

the million boys who will occupy places of more 

i.r less responsibility in the world, and who cannot 

spend four to eight years at institutions of higher 

education? If a hundred thousand of them de- 

.'ire to jiursue further studies, and the corre¬ 

spondence schools can give efflclent aid, are not 

they doing a work worthy of high praise? 

THE FUTURE WATER SUPPLY OF NEW YORK CITY. 

.Never in the history of New York have its citi¬ 

zens been more aroused and with more reason 

over a proposed contract between the city and a 

private corporation than they have since Aug. Id. 

On that date only a tie vote prevented the Hoard 

Ilf Public Improvements from entering into a 

.k.'i.iHio.lNMi-a-year water contract, extending over 

a period of 40 years. With scarcely a breath of 

warning, and without the shadow of an engineer¬ 

ing report on behalf of either the city or the com¬ 

pany, there was suddenly sprung upon the people, 

and almost railroaded through a brief session of 

the board, the most audacious contract ever sub¬ 

mitted to an American municipality. The total 

sum involved runs into the hundreds of millions, 

especially if the accompanying estimates of future 

water consumption are correct. The yearly charge 

of H M».(KM» would i)ay .'{ per cent. Interest on 

wcirks costing or the same interest 

and a yearly sinking fund charge of ‘2 per cent, on 

iKIiKl.tNNi.lNH). The size of the annual tribute de¬ 

manded from the city by the Kamapo Water Co. 

and its allied interests can be better appreciated 

when it is remembered that only four years ago 

an investigation made for the city of Brooklyn 

l>y the late Wm. K. Worthen showed that KtO.iMHI,- 

(MHi gallons of water a day from the Uantapo 

could be delivered to the Ridgewood reservoir in 

Brooklyn at a cost of only per l.lKHl.iKMI gal¬ 

lons, whereas the price under the proposed con¬ 

tract is per gallons for 

gallons a day, or more, delivered in bulk at some 

iniletinite point on the northerly line of the city, 

leaving New York to stand the expense of carrying 

the conduit to and beneath the East River, an I 

thence to the Ridgewood reservoir. While the two 

P 'opositions may not admit of close cfimparlson. 

there is an enormous difference between them 

which e,n by no means be explained to the satis¬ 

faction of the taxpayers of (Jreater New York. 

Another audacious feature of the scheme Is the 

lack of engineering Investigation. One would ex- 

pcet a proposition of this magnitude to be ac¬ 

companied with exhaustive reports from the best 

hydraulic engineers of the country, both on the 

part of the company and the city. Nothing of the 

.sort was forthcoming. The only indication that 

the matter had been given consideration by the 

engineering staff of the city is a statement that 

the Commissioner of Water Supply, acci»mpanied 

by four expert engineers, including the chief engi¬ 

neer of the department, has visited the iir<)po8ed 

drainage area. Contrast this with the year.s of 

preliminary study, by some of the most eminent 

engineers of the country, put upon the new Croton 

Aqueduct, the new Cornell Dam, and the addi¬ 

tional water supplies now being developed for Bos¬ 

ton and Cincinnati. 

A work of this magnitude, entered upon so 

blinilly, absolutely without comi)etition, i.s simply 

unprecedented in the history of engine ring and 

municipal public works; and it is mad.> all the 

more notorious because it is proposed at a time 

when the most marked feature of municipal ad¬ 

ministration is the insisten<-e on getting and keep¬ 

ing public water supplies under municipal con¬ 

trol. Whatever may be thought of the claims for 

municipal ownership of lighting, street railway 

and telephone systems, it is now almost univer¬ 

sally admitted, except by those directly interested 

in private plants, that water-works should be un¬ 

der pulilic ownership. As is shown by "The Man¬ 

ual of American Water-Works" for l.S!»7. not < nly 

is it true that only it of the largest cities of the 

United States are dependent upon private com¬ 

panies for their water supitly, but in addition four 

of these nine have recently taken steps t 1 change 

to public ownership. New ttrleans havin.g actu.illy 

voted to do so, while San Francisco. Denver and 

Omaha have the matter under consideration. Of 

the remaining 41 cities, about half were f n ni riy 

under private ownership. We started the ce:i- 

tury with ItJ private to 1 public works, and early 

in l.V.»7 had R.-itNl private to 1.7iH» public works 

Besides the changes among the .IH largest cities 

there had been enough others to bring the total 

changes from private to public ownership up to 

some by l.V.>7, while since then many have 

been added to the list, and Oakland, l.os .\nge',es, 

Burlington, Dubuque and Ottumwa, la,. tog»dher 

with a host of smaller i>lai-es, are actively st^iv ng 

to reach the same goal. At present many of our 

ablest engineers, instead of being engaged in new 

construction, are spending large portions of their 

time as expert witnesses in arbitration and con¬ 

demnation proceedings where works are being 

taken over by cities, or in legal controversies over 

the interpretation and enforcement of water cun- 

tracts. 

Returning to the Ramapo scheme, let us first 

consider some of the t)ther possibilities of in¬ 

creasing the water aujtply of (Jreater New York. 

In our issue of Feb. Id. IS'.M!, we discussed this 

question at some length. Including in a general 

way Jersey City, Newark and other New Jersey 

suburbs. We showed that the New Jersey cities 

and towns must be considered in any ade<iuate 

study of the subject, and that in the course of 

half a century It is (luite possible that there may 

be a conllict of interests between New York and 

Philadelphia. The water supply of Brooklyn was 

then, as now, the most pressing (luestion in the 

territory making up the present city of New 

York. Basing our opinion on the information then 

in hand, we said then, an<l we still believe, that as 

a purely engineering problem the needs of Brook¬ 

lyn could be met most advantageously for some 

years to come by a further development of the 

available supplies on Bong Island. At that time 

Mr. I. M. de Varona, M. Am. Soc. U. E., then 

Engineer of Water Supjdy for Brooklyn, esti¬ 

mated that an additional gallons of 

water could be set-ured to the eastward of the ex¬ 

isting works at a total cost, including interest, 

sinking fund, pumping and all other expenses, of 

per gallons. There was no question 

about his estimates being sufliciently liberal, both 

as regards cost and quantity. Mr. Alfred T. 

White, then (’ommissioner of Public Works, 

thought the estimates t(»o high, and that those 

made at the same time for the Hoiisatonic and 

Rama]>o, $2(1 and $1(5 respectively, were probably 

too low, in view of certain contingencies that 

might arise. The Housatonie supply, as will be 

shown later, should be developed in connection 

with the Uroton supply, and not Independently. 

One weighty consideration In favor of the Bong 

Island extension i.s that it can be done piecemeal. 

Mr. de Varona said that the whole work could be 

done in about four years, or in three sections six 

or seven years apart. Vigorously jiushed, the 

immediate needs of Brooklyn could be supplied 

from the first section of this exten.sion before 

water could be brought from the Ramapo or any 

other source by either city or company. 

The work that should be given precedence, so far 

as Brooklyn is concerned, is the (‘>(!-ln. steel pipe 

line needed to parallel a portion of the old brick 

aqueduct to make available the supply already 

developed. .\ contract for this work was let a.-' 

long ago as In'.m;, but though its necessity ha.- 

been urged reptatedly it has bt'en continiio\isl.v 

hung u|>; first on m count of the failure of th ' 

Uomptroller of the old eity of Brooklyn to ct rtify 

that funds were available for the work, and sittce 

consolidation because the luesent authorities 

have faileil to take the requisite action.* 

The failure to provide means to bring to Bn>ok- 

lyn the sufiply already available ina.v be partly 

due to the tinain ial straits of that city in n-cent 

years and the chaos (irev'cding (and unfortunately 

following) consolidation; but any one who has 

follovved Brooklyn water-suiqdy matters for the 

past few .years can sugg< st other and perhaps 

more potent reasons. For yeais there has seeineil 

to be a systematic and never-ct jising effort in 

Brooklyn to belittle the (|uantity and ciualily of 

its water sujq ly. and to render it impracticalde. if 

not imi.ossible. to go further alield on Bong Island. 

ConH-miioraneous with, or perhaps |)ieceilin.g. the 

reckless legislation designed to give the Bama|>o 

Water Co. precedem e ovi r the » ity itself in con¬ 

demnation fMiwers in the ilrainage areas north of 

the cit.y. was other legislation prohibiting the de 

velopnieiit of further public water supplies in 

Suffolk County, B. 1., without first securing th • 

permission of the Supervisors of that county. It 

was an easy matter to work up a |>opular senti¬ 

ment ag.iinst taking water for Brookl.yn from 

Suff<dk < ounty. There have also been lawsuits to 

prevent Brooklyn frmn using the driven well sys¬ 

tem, brought, it is true, in the name of land 

owners who claimed that the w. Ms had deprived 

them of their individual supplii s. but exid.dted in 

such a way as to arouse the suspicion that the 

suits were only a part of the great sehetiie of 

promotion in pr«igi(‘ss for so inan.y years. After 

the disclosures that may be expevted before the 

Ramapo scheme fades from public view, and in 

connection with the estaldishrnent of the city's 

right in the Rama|)o or any other ilrainage area 

of the State, this special legislation, pretending 

to be for Suffolk <'o. but actually drawn in 

th(‘ interest of the Ramapo Water Co., should I. 

repeab'd. If the b-gislature doi's not do it, per- 

hajis the courts may annul it as contrary to publii 

policy. .Meanwhile the pipe line mentioned above 

may be built, giving considerable relief to Brook 

lyn, and perhaps it should be enlarged, or dupli 

cated, for use in connection with further water 

developments on Bong Island. 

t oming now to tin* needs of tin* ai***a compri.sing 

the (dd city, known as the boroughs of .Manhattan 

and the Bronx, it is obvious first of all that then 

should be devtloped as much additional water 

above the capacity of the Croton drainage area as 

is needed to utilize the full ( arrying capacity of 

both the old and new Crototi aqueducts, which, 

with the works now taking water from the Bronx 

and Bryam rivers, would give .Manhattan and the 

Bronx 4(i<i.IHiii,im:ii gallons a ilay. This can easily 

be done by turning the yield of the Hoij.satonic 

River “into the upper affluents of Croton River," 

and "at a comparatively small expense."t The Im- 

portanc** of thi.s factor in the water-supply prob 

lem can be appreciated when it is stated that th< 

average daily consumption of water in New York 

in l.SM.S from the Croton, Bronx and Bryam drain¬ 

age areas was 24:{.(i(i(l.i;(i() gallons, leaving a 

margin of 1.%7,(»(10.(I(M) daily b.*tween this and ihi* 

total capacity of the conduits leading to the city. 

If more water can be diverted to the Croton dt im¬ 

age area than the aqu(‘ducts can bring we ventur*- 

as an offhand suggestii/n well worth investigating 

that they might be supplemented by a steel rd;i* 

line, laid down the Croton and Hud.son valleys. 

Numerous such pipe lines, of great size anl 

length, have been constructed since the new aqii**- 

duct was built, and they are now accepted as orK* 

of the possible great economies of modern hv- 

draulic engineering. Besides cheapness, they h.ive 

the merit of remarkable facility of constrdction. 

scarcely limite*! except by the output capacity of 

♦It is only fair to the ('ominlHaloner of Water Hupply to 
Bay that he ha« reipu-Hted authority to award a new con¬ 
tract and has asked for a new bond iMHue to carry out this 
work. See p. 1(1, First Annuai Keport Department of 
Water Supply. 

tSee p. SJ. Report Croton. Aqucdui t Comtnlssion. ISS7- 
iKi, which refers, for details, to the Report of the Depart¬ 
ment of Public Works for the city of New York for the 
quarter ending June .3U, 1S7!), 
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tarlans that the typhoid mortality of a city is one 

of the moat reliable Indlcea of the character of Ita 
water supply. Brooklyn has Ionic been noted for 
Its enviable record In the matter of tow typhoid 
rates, and New York has stood close beside It. In 
the “Medical Record" for Aufc. 12. 1899, Mr. P. 9 
rrum, Ph. r>., of Newark. N. J.. presented the 
“Typhoid Mortality In 24 American Cities, ISSO- 
1.898.” The cities chosen were amonic the SO laricest 
In the country. For the ten-year period Brooklyn 
made the best showlnic of the 24 cities, and New 
York stood third, the mortalities per 100,000 helne 

19 and 21. respectively, aicalnst 82 for Plttsbunc 
and 77 for Denver, the dtles makinic the worst 
showlnic, fW for Boston, one of the best, and 40 
for Philadelphia. 

The mention of Philadelphia smccests that New 
York take warninic from the unfortunate expe¬ 
riences which the Quaker City has had with pri¬ 
vate water schemes, “water snakes” they are now 
called. For more than a dozen years the citv has 
been drlnklnic a icrossly polluted wafer supply, and 
seekinic for a better one. hut It has made no 
proicress because the officials have Insisted on 
deallnic with private companies havlna: something 
to unload on the city, but they have never quite 
dared to put through any of these schemes con¬ 
ceived for the pood of corporations and city ofll- 

clals Instead of the public. The nearest approach 
to a contract of this sort was headed off and killed 
by chances of wholesale bribery, which, while not 
proven, were universally credited. 

In conclusion, the moral of the whole tale la that 
w’hen a city finds Itself In n^ed of an additional 

the mammoth steel mills of the country. With 
two lance masonry aqueducts, the lancer of which 
is ff>r most of Its lenicth far below the surface, no 
apprehension for the safety of the supply need be 
felt If additional conduits are placed at or near 
the surface. 

Another Important means of safe-fcuardinic the 
capacity of the water supply of the whole city 
Is the Immediate Installation of the most Improved 
modern methods of reducing: the enormous waste 
of water known hy all eniclneers to he fcoinfc on 
throughout the city. The report of the Commis¬ 
sioner of Water Supply for 1898 jcives the con¬ 
sumption of water In Manhattan and the Bronx 
as 121 fcallons per capita, and In Brooklyn as 88 
(callons. estimating: the respective populations sup¬ 
plied at 2.000,000 and 1,180.000 fcallons, respective¬ 
ly. He believes, or Is Informed, that the Il.'l,442 
meters In Manhattan and the Bronx cover “every 
place where water Is used to any considerable ex¬ 
tent for,other than domestic purposes.” and that 
“the bulk of the waste must, therefore, be In th® 
dwellinfcs, which are exempt from the use of me¬ 
ters and meter chances.” since meter bills are such 
forcible monitors that It la not reasonable to as¬ 
sume “that any considerable portion of the people” 
who pay them “persist In wanton or careless waste 
of water.” Brooklyn, with more than half the 
population of Manhattan and the Bronx the re¬ 
port states, has only 2.70S meters, aicalnst the S."!.- 
442 In New York. The Commissioner assumes 
that the consumption In Brooklyn will mount rap¬ 
idly when more water and hlfcher pressures are 
available, and concludes that: 

The neresoltv tnr further extension of the meter system 
seems iinsvoldshte. In whatever Ilftht the sttnstlon msy he 
eonsMered. 

If Brooklyn, without meters, can he kept down 
to a per capita consumption of 88 gallons what 
mlfcht be expected with them, and what mlicht he 
hoped for In New York If the waste prevention 
were extended as far as possible? We are not 
s|>eaklnfc of legitimate use. hut of useless waste. 
The consumption Is as low as It Is In Brooklyn 
because waste, rather than use. Is already par¬ 
tially curtailed. With an extension of meters to 
cover all lance consumers, leavinir domestic ser¬ 
vices alone, the consumption wotild fall In a sur- 
prlslnfc manner. Meters can be applied so quickly 
that the available supply mleht, hy that meons, 
he ns good as Increased hy many millions Insld® 
i>f three months. If half as much fletermlnst'on 
were shown In that line as has been exhibited 
in the proposed contract which will tend. If not de¬ 
liberately deslfcned. to encoiirafre and Increase 
waste at every possible point. 

Thus far we have been discussing: volume of 
water. In term.s of avera«ce dally consumption for 
yearly periods. As a matter of fire protection, 
however, the chief claim for the proposed new 
supply la the increased pressure It woiild give the 
actual quantity used for extlng:ulshlng: fires being: 
a mere bafcatelle compared with the total con¬ 
sumption. By far the quickest and cheapest means 
of supplementing: or Improving the fire protec¬ 
tion In the portions of the city moat needlnc It la 
to put in special fire pipe lines, takini? water from 
the Fast and North Rivers, on a plan similar to 
that recently Installed In Boston, and In service 
for a number of years at Cleveland and other 
cities on the great lakes. A year's time would 
work marvels In Improving: the fire service of the 
city In this way, and the plan has been urjred re¬ 
peatedly. With the Ramapo scheme out of the 
way. something: of the sort may be done. Ag:atn. 
the consumption of the .potable water supply 
mlpht be reduced somewhat hy using: salt water 
for street sprinkling: and sewer flushing ss Is done 
extensively in some English and other foreign 
cities, and also, we believe, on the Pacific coast 
■’’hls subject deserves more extended consideration 
than can be jrlven It In the space remaining: at 

eur disposal. 
One phase of the water question needlnR special 

mention Is the quality of the present supply. 'The 
Brooklyn supply, as has been hinted already, has 
been shamefully abused In the Interests of water 
syndicates. Suspicion has also been cast, at 
times, on the Croton supply, althoug:h that has 
diminished with the expenditure of millions for 
Its sanitary protection. It is recoimlied by sanl- 

fast as the real need for additional water supp’y 

makes them necessary. These measures, in the 
order of their timeliness and Importance, wnin 
seem to be: (1) Extend waste prevention 
urea, especially In Brooklyn, where both the ne ■ i 
slty and the opportunity most Invites them 

Build the pipe line needed to brlns to the piimr« 
the full measure of supply already developed on 
Dong: Island. (3) Prepare to develop the Don? i:. 
and supply as Indicated in the de Verona r* p >•' 
of 189.’>. unless further Investigation prove® ®orr • 
other course more practicable. {41 Suppiom nt 
the Croton by the Housatonlc or some other dra'- 
axe area at least to the extent necessary to utllUe 
the full capacity of the two existinx aqueduet 
{•M And perhaps this ouxht to come earlier do 
velop a supplementary river supply for fire pr,, 
tectlon In the districts where the fire risks a- 
xreatest. Simultaneous with all this work Inv. 
tixatlons should be made for a xreatly enlarxel 
future supply, Includlnx a consideration of 
variety of sources, opportunity belnx afforded 

meanwhile to watch the effect of the appllcati,,n 
of every possible and reasonable measure to pr.* 
vent waste. 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

As Old Wooden Trass Bridite. 

Sir: Enclosed sre two views, which I took on Aug 7th 
of the old covered bridge at Narrowsburg, N. Y., whirh 

place Is 122 miles from New York on the Erie R. R The 

BRIDGE OVER THE DELAWARE RIVER AT NARROWSBURG, N. Y., SPAN, 262 FT. 

Delaware River at this point flows through a narrow, 
rocky channel, the bridge apan being 262 ft. over all, and 
the flooring about 40 ft. above present water level. 

Both above and below this point the river widens out to 
a quarter mile width, and the lower pool Is said to be over 
flO ft. depth, while under the bridge there Is now ten or 
twelve ft. depth, though for forty miles above or below 
this spot one can hardly And a place deep enough to 
swim In. 

Evidently this bridge cannot last much longer. A wind 
storm some two months ago tore away nearly half of the 
roof, and while the rest of the bridge seems to be in fairly 
good condition. It has stood over forty years, a well-built 
specimen of a type of truss well known to your older 
readers, but which Is seldom seen now, and will soon dis 
appear. Tours respectfully, 

J. K. Noyes 

13 Ferry 8t., Binghamton, N. Y., Aug. 16, 1899. 

(We reproduce herewith one of the photographs 

of this Interesting old structure, which Is notable 
as among the longest spans that were ever at¬ 
tempted with this type of bridge. We may add 
that when this type of bridge Is well protected from 
the weather. Its life should be much longer than 40 
years. Well seasoned timber trusses, protected 
from moisture, will remain safe, we are Inclined to 
think, quite as long as some of the iron structures 
which are taking their place, when the corrosion 

of the latter is taken Into account.—Ed.) 

water supply, it should engage competent and 

honest expert advice to determine, (1) what Its 
needs really are; (2) what. If anything, can be 
done to Increase or Improve the present supply: 
and (3) the best of the various additional sources 
available. In no event should contracts for a 
supply from private sources be considered which 
do not provide for early acquisition of the works 
by the city; and the cases will be few and far be¬ 

tween where the city cannot carry out the work 
itself with greater economy and more advan¬ 
tageously than It can turn It over to a private 

company. 
As regards the Ramapo scheme, we are glad to 

he able to state that as we close this article news 
comes that an Injunction against the execution of 
the contract has been Issued. This, we trust. wlH 
enable Comptroller Coler and hls colleagues, who 
so resolutely insisted on postponement of action 
at the meeting on August 16, to let In such a flood 
of light upon this outrageous scheme as to cause 
It to disappear permanently from public view. 

The broad question of a water supply commen¬ 
surate with the needs of Greater New York, may 
then be taken up by the city with the thorough¬ 
ness that the importance of the question involves. 

Meanwhile, some of the relief measures sug¬ 
gested above might be carried out ad far and as 

T 
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Into a deep ashpan not shown In the drawing. 
The air supply for the grates passes up this hole, 
being taken Into the ashpan through adjustable 
dampers, as In ordinary practice. The 8-ln. 
opening Into the combustion chamber la for the 
purpose of cleaning o»it ashes, and Is closed when 
the engine Is running. Rocking grate bars with 
Interlocking Angers are used, and we are In¬ 
formed that the Aring arrangements as a whole 

have been very satisfactory. 
The tube heating surface Is 1,{>20 sq. ft., and the 

furnace heating surface la approximately 90 aq. ft. 
above the grates. We are Informed that the loco¬ 
motive has proved a very free steamer and la 
pulling as heavy trains as other engines of Its 
class without dIAIculty. 

The engine la a ten-wheeler with 20 y 2S-ln. 
cylinders and 01-In. drivers. The total weight on 
the driving wheels la 113,900 lbs. Notwithstanding 
the very heavy metal Ip the furnace, the total 
weight of the holler la considerably less than that 
of the regular boilers on other engines of this 
class. 

The engine was designed In the oAlce of Mr. A. 
M. Waltt, Superintendent of Motive Rower of the 
New York Central * Hudson River R. R.. by Mr. 

duties of the line hy passing an examination; unless they 

BO qualify, on obtaining the rank of Commander they 

win perfo'-m engineer duty only on shore. Certain former 

engineer otTlrera will perform line duty only, but must 

qualify for such duty after Marrh 3. 1001 The former 

engineer olfleers who do not qualify do not sueeeed to 

command or the duties of a line otflcer, either afloat or 

ashore. It ts the Intention of the Nary Oepartment. as 

far as practicable, to detail ofllcers for the duties of the 

class to which they belong, and commanding ofllcers will 

not alter these details except In case of emergency It 

Is also the Intention to relieve commissioned ofllcers. as 

much as possible, from further duty In charge of engine- 

room watches, and to have this duty performed by war- 

r.tnt machinists, who will act as assistants to the acting 

engineer ofllcers of the ship In all that relates to the rare 

of the machinery, boilers and appurtenances, and to per¬ 

form such duty ns may be assigned them. The senior en¬ 

gineer ofllcer on board will designate to the warrant ma¬ 

chinists their routine duties, and the latter will stand 

regular englneroom watches. In not more than four 

watches of four hours each, when the main engines are 

running, and not more than six hours at any time These 

warrant ofllcers may. with the apiirovul of the Captain, 

be excused from watch, from ‘‘pipe-down” to “all hands.“ 

when the fires arc not lighted under the main hollers for 

steaming purposes; and when the number of warrant 

machinists on duty Is reduced below four, chief machinists 

or competent machinists of lower grade may be assigned 

There is now running In freight service on the 

Central Division of the New York Central A 
Tiudson River R. R. a locomotive with a corru- 
cftted furnace which constitutes an Important de- 
l.,nrture from the ordinary type of construction, 
tve give herewith sectional views which will make 
th-i construction clear. Previous experiments in 
roirugatfcd furnaces for locomotives in this 
cmintry have been made with a double-furnace 
. rcnpement. connected In front to a common 
(w.mbustlon chamber. In the present case a 

'Imist Waftr 

DtUiottyoffluii 5i'm!?%' 

Longitudinal Section 

Nttws. 
Vertical Section A-B. 

End Elevation, 

Showing Altochment of Long. Stays. 
I Halt End Elevation 

I of Smoke -Boi 

CORRUGATED FURNACE BOILER FOR TEN-WHEEL LOCOMOTIVE, NEW YORK CENTRAL 4, HUDSON RIVER R. R. 
A. M. Waitt, Superintendent of Motive Power; Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr., Jun. M. Am. Soc. M. E., Designer. 

As seen by the drawings, the furnace is carried 
at its front end by a row of alingstays, and the 
pressure tending to force It to the rear is resisted 
both by the tubes and by stays attached to an 
annular re-enforclng plate and at their front end 
to the waist of the boiler. 

The very large diameter of the outer shell of the 
boiler at the Arebox (7 ft. inside) made It neces- 
.'<ary to raise the boiler at the rear end and pitch 
it toward the front to clear the Aanges of the rear 
driving wheels. The plates for this ring are 13-lh 
in. thick. 

The grate Is inclined toward the front with a 
drop of 8 Ins. in its length. Its area Is 34 sq. ft., 
and It is shorter and wider and has a little more 
area than the standard grates used with engines 
of this type on the New York Central. The grate 
is carried by bearers which rest In front on the 
bridge wall and at the rear on the frame by which 
the mouth of the furnace la closed. This frame 
is lined on the inner side with Arebrlck, has In Its 
upper half two Aring doors and In Its lower part 
openings through which the Areman can reach the 
.ishea and haul them to the dump hole. This latter, 
as seen In the cut. is 18 ins. in diameter and opens 

Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr., Jun. M. Am. Soc. M. E., 
who has been an assistant In that department 
since hls graduation from the SheAleld SclentlAc 
School of Yale University. 

We need hardly say that the principal ad¬ 
vantage aimed at in the design is dispensing with 
the manifold troubles due to the staybolts and 
side sheets In the locomotive Arebox of ordinary 
construction. If It Is found that the corrugated 
furnace can replace the present standard con¬ 
struction without creating other dlAUcultles of a 
serious nature. It will appeal strongly to those 
railway ofAcials who are responsible for the main¬ 
tenance of locomotives. 

to englneroom watch duty. These warrant offlcera, of 
all grades, will have an especial mesa, and steps are 
being taken to provide suitable additional quarters for 
warrant oIBcers. 

SHIP BUILDING ON THB DELAWARE Is reported 
upon by the Pblladeipbla “Press,” which psper estimates 
that 100,000 tons Is under contract at the yards of Cramp, 
Neafle, Roach and Harlan it Hollingsworth. This Hat 
covers 40 separate vessels, of which eight are United 
States ships of war and two are Russian warahlpa, a bat- 
tleabip and a cruller. The Cramps alone are said to have 
$20,000,000 In work on hand, Including three battleships 
and one cruiser. 

THE LATEST NORTH RIVER TUNNEL PROJECT Is 
being engineered hy the Manhattan A Jersey City Rail¬ 
road Co., Incorporated at Albany, on June 16. with $10,000 
capital. This company ts now asking the Board of Aider- 
men for a franchise to use several streets In the city. 
The directors are not well-known men. but Tracy. Board- 
man A Platt figure aa counsel for the company. One of 
the directors ts Mr. Ernest C. Moore, Jun. Am. Soc. C. B., 
and he Is credited with sUtIng that It Is the purpose of 
tbs company to build two circular tunnels under the 
North River, each 10 ft diameter Inside, and made of steel 
with concrete lining. The estimated cost of tbs tunnels Is 

THE NAVY PERSONNEL BILL, approved March 2. 
1800, terminated the existence of the Steam Engineer 
Corps of the U. 8. Navy, by transferring the former 
engineers to the line and making all line ofllcers subject 
to engineering duty. To carry this law Into effect, the 
Navy Department has Issued an Important general order 
indicating the duties and responslbllitlea of the ofllcers 
concerned. The order gtvee a list of officers who are 
qualified to perform engineer duty alone and only on 
shore; the next list Is to perform engineer duty alone, at 
sea or on shore, until they have qualified for the general 
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niilr fl.tiiNi.tNKi, with mor<> for terminals, etc. 

The route laid down for one tunnel commenees at Liberty 

and Washington Sts., to l)ey St., and under the latter to 

the North Klvcr and Jersey City; the second tunnel would 

hraiieb from the first to Cortlandt SL, and under this 

street to West St. and to and across the river. The New 

Jersey charter and Federal consent are yet to be ser-ured. 

TIIK DKVEUOI’MKNT OF SHIl’nUILniNQ, In the last 

half century, from the “Great Eastern" to the "Oceanic," 

the new White Star liner expected In this port In Sep- 

teiiilter, is illustrated by "Hradstreeta" in the following 

table: 

Name of Ship. 

I’arls . 
Teutonic. 
t'aiiipania. .. . 

Date. I.,ength. Beam, Depth, 
Dis¬ 

place. 

ft. in. ft. In. ft In. rnent.* 
18.'.8 68(1 83 r,7.6 27.000 

1874 4.Vi 4.-I .36 8.500 
187!( 4.’i0 4r..2 37 6 
1881 M.'i r**2 406 U.iXN) 
1881 rss) wl :n*8 

.1881 .'•42.6 r,t» :$8{) ii'.iw* 

.18K’t .Vki hi 40 

.1888 r.27 (1 41 10 1:»,()(s'l 

.18!MI r,7.n 42.2 I’J.OOO 
18!t:{ ISM) nr, 42 6 

.18<*7 R2."i nn 43 20.()oo 
18!)n 704 68 4!t 28,500 

•Tons. 
The "Oeeanlc" cost about and she will have 

aeeominodatlons for 410 first-class, :«s» second-class, 1,<K10 

tilled < lass paKseiigers. and :P.Ni In the crew, or ‘J,!*** per- 

s<ins In all. The above list, unfortunately, omits the en¬ 

gine imwer. In which the greatest advance has been made 

since ItCiN: for example, the "Great Eastern" engines de- 

velo|)ed only ‘J.tKsi HI’., as contrasted with the IKt.tSSt HP. 

of the “Kaiser Wilhelm.” 

A .'. IN nilOWN SEGMENTAL TI ME WlRE-WOrNP 

gun. the first completed out of contracted for with the 

S. government, was tested on Aug. 0 at Illrdshoro. Pa. 

The contract calls for a muxzle velocity of not less than 

2.ti(S» ft. per second; with SOO rounds fired In the test with 

.V(-lb. projectiles, and smokeless powder that will develop 

a ehamb<r pressure not exce«‘dlng 4rt.n(»0 lbs. per sq. In.: 

but the last five shots must have a sufllclent charge to 

develop a pressure of from 4r>.<SNl to r.<).<SNt lbs. The .100 

rounds were successfully fired and the five high-pressure 

shots developed pressures of 4<l.<HNt to 4!t.<lt»0 lbs. The 

same comiuiny is under contract to make 2r. 0-In. guns of 

the same type. 

LAN!' VAH ES IN THE (MTV OK LONKON are high 

.\ pieee of grounil at Nos. IHl. Itl and 1*2 Fleet St., covering 

an area of 2.2(Si sq. ft., was lately li*t on a building 

lease for a ground rent of $K.rskl per year, or about 

p<‘r sq ft This represents an annual rental value of 

lltW.r.TT 20 l>er acre; but large as It Is New York latid 

valui's arc still greater In ISltrt. a lot 22*-j'04(^ ft., at th.* 

eonier of llroadway and Pine St..New York, was sold out¬ 

right for or J2M1 per sq. ft. An acre of this 

land would eost $12, l.'..s.lliO Within the same week an¬ 

other lot at Nassau and Pine Sts.. .'IT'Htt ft., sold for nearly 

.«7tst.(MXt, or at tlie rale of about $2r>l per sq.ft. In 1S!I4 the 

.American Surety ('<>., of New York, jiaid nearly $l..’SSMSSt 

for a pi.ae of land >C. ft. square, or at the rate of about 

$s,t«Ki,(Kst per acre. The Fleet St. lot in London, ai 

.■t'>..'7. would represent a little over $l(St per sq. ft., or 

$I,2."si.(SHi per ai re. 

SPItl'CE PI LP FGK NEWS P.APEIt, and the extent to 

which it is consumed. Is sid forth in tabular form in the 

lloston • Transcriiit." From this table it a|>pears that one 

cord of spruce wood, or (ll."> ft. H. M.. will make one-half 

Ion of sul!>hite pul|i. or one Ion of ground wood pulp. 

■Newspaper stock Is made up of 2<f; sulphite pulp and S(FX 

of ground wood |>ulp. The beat spruce lands, virgin growth, 

possess a "stand " of about ".tSKl ft. H. M. to the acre; 

and 22 acres will therefor*- contain l.'>4,(HKt ft. H. M. of 

timber. .An average gang of loggers will rut this in eight 

days, and any large pulp-milt w:ll convert this amount of 

timber in one day into about 2.'>*t Inns of the clans of paper 

l-ulp used in news|inper stm k. This pulp will make about 

an t-qual weiglit of paper ready Tor the press, and this 

paper will be used up by a single large city newspaper lu 

about two days. 

THE KGYAL IN.-tTITlTION OF GREAT IIRITAIN 

celebrated Its centenary In June last. The institution wa.s 

founded by Count Rumford in 17!>!*. the purpose of the 

founder In-lng the diffusion of knowledge and the facill- 

latlon of the general Introduction of useful mechanical 

inventions and improvements of all kinds; courses of 

philosophical l«*ctures were to be also held, treating of 

"the apidication of fw-lence to the common purposes of 

life." The first rt-sldent bH-turer-in-ctitef was Or. Thomas 

Garnett, who was succet-ded in 1S(12 by Humphrey Davy. 

I'nder Oavy the institution took on new life and be<'ame 

the home of scientific research; and his successors, Mi¬ 

chael Faraday, Tyndall and the present incumbent. Pro¬ 

fessor Dewar, still further carried out this idea. Rut Its 

founder was an American by birth, Renjamin Thompson, 

horn in W'oburn, Mass., In IT.'sl. Thompson adhered to 

the King during the American Revolution; went to Eng¬ 

land. and in 1784 he entered the service of Ravarla anl 

b«-came Minster of War and a Count. He was devoted to 

science throughout his life, and made many experiments 

relating to the origin of beat, heat currents, fuel economy, 

etc. 

Pl’RLIC ROADS IN IRELAND are under the super¬ 

vision of County Surveyors, who are selected after a rigid 

civil service examination. The total extent of roads under 

their supervision in IHiKt was r>3,<)64 miles, and the aver¬ 

age cost of maintenance per mile was £12 !>s. ($liO). Labor 

costs, however, only Is. (>d. to 2s. (»d (36 cts. to 60 cts.) 

per day. The total cost of supervision by the Surveyors 

and their assistants is only about 4(4% of the expendi¬ 

ture. The fund for the road repairs is raised by taxation 

and amounts to about 2% on the valuation. The average 

maintenance cost of the main roads is considerably 

higher, being set at £42 ($2(M) per mile. We take the 

above figures from a recent Institution of Civil Engineers’ 

paper. 

THE RELATION BETWEEN THE STRUCTURE OF STEEL 

AND ITS THERMAL AND MECHANICAL TREATMENT • 

By Albert Sauveur.t M. Am. Inst. M. E. 

I. Chansres of Structure Brousht About by Heat 

Treatment. 

The changes of structure, with their resulting changes of 

physical properties, brought about in carbon steel by heat 

treatment, may, I believe, be summarked In the following 

propositions; 

I. W’hen a piece of steel, hardened or unhardened. Is 

heated to the temperature W.t all previous crystallization, 

however coarse or however distorted by cold work, is ob¬ 

literated and replaced by the finest structure which the 

metal is capable of assuming.$ the structure of burnt steel, 

which cannot be effaced by such treatment, being the only 

exception. 

II. When a piece of steel, hardened or unhardened, after 

being heated to the temperature W, is allowed to eool 

•■'"’’■■v. it r<‘tB'ns the fine amorphous-Ilke structure which 

It had acquired at that temperature. It possesses then the 

finest structure which unhardened steel is capable of as¬ 

suming. 

III. When a piece of steel, hardened or unhardened, 

after being heated to the temperature W, is suddenly 

cooled from that temperature, by quenching it in cold 

water for instam-e, it is fully hardened,; and retains the 

fine amorphous-like structure acquired at that tempera¬ 

ture. The metal possesses then the finest structure which 

bardi-ned ate«-l is capable of assuming. 

IV. When a piece of steel, hardened or unhardened, is 

heated to a temperature aimve W and allowed to cool 

slowly and undisturbedly, the metal, whose crystallization 

•A pajMir read before the Iron A Steel Institute of Great 
Ilrltain. 
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tin thexe nronoaitions the letter V indicates the iemper- 

ature at which hardening carbon Is changed to cement car¬ 
bon during the alow cooling of steel, a change which is ac¬ 
companied by a retardation in the rateof cooling, indicating 
an evolution of heat, sometimes so considerable as to pro¬ 
duce an actual rise of the sensible temperature, a recal- 
escence, of the cooling metal. In other words V represents 
the temperature of the critcal point commonly known as 
the point of recalescence. The temperature V varies some¬ 
what with the carbon content, being lowest in the most 
highly carbiirettcd compounds. In medium hard and In 
hard steel it Is generally situated between and 70tt‘’C.. 
and covers a range of some 2(1° to 30°. lu very soft steel 
the transformation occurs at a higher temperature. In 
steel containing very little carbon It Is. of course, hardly 
detectable, and Is not found in carbonless Iron. 

The letter W Indicates the temperature at which takes 
place the opposite phase rit the same phenomenon, 1. e. 
the passage of cement carbon Into hardening carbon during 
the heating of steel, which transformation is accompanied 
by a retardation In the rate of heating, indicative of an ab¬ 
sorption of heat. The temperature W is generally some 
.■Ml° higher than V, and often covers a range of some 2.'>°. 

The symbols V and W. first proposed by RrInell. have 
been seb-cted here in preference to Ar* and Aci, now more 
generally used, merely on account of their greater sim¬ 
plicity. 

5lt has b«>en stated by ('offin that In the case of soft 
"ti-el (containing 0.3(t'7- carbon) a single heating to W 
breaks up only partially a pre-existing coarse crystalliza¬ 
tion, a sei-ond reheating to that temperature being neces¬ 
sary to obliterate it altogether. This point should be fur¬ 
ther Investigated. 

Some steel castings also are said to require more than 
one heating to W to assume the finest possible structure. 

•It is evidently meant here, and in all similar refer¬ 
ences. that after heating to the above temperature, the 
steel under consideration will acquire all, or practically 
all. the hardening power which that particular steel is cap¬ 
able of assuming, no further increase of hardness result¬ 
ing from quenching at a higher temperature. Its abso¬ 
lute degree of hardness will, of course, depend upon its 
carbon content, rate of cooling, and the presence of other 
impuritii-s; In the case of the softest steels, the increase of 
hardness may be quite. If not altogether, inappreciable. 
Very low carbon steels, moreover, do not seem to acquire 
In its entirety, during W, whatever hardening power they 
Itossess, It being necessary for that purpose to heat the 
metal to a higher temperature, I. e. pass the upper retard¬ 
ations. 

had been obliterated by Its passage through W, crj-stal- 

llzes again, the crystals or grains Increasing in size -nitc 

the temperature V is reached, below which there In : ■, 
further grOwth. (See Appendix I.) 

Corollary to HI. and IV.—When a piece of steel, aftT 

being heated to a temperature above W, is allowed to cc. ■ 
to W and then quenched. It will be fully hardened, bu* - 

structure will be coarser than If it had been quein h-. 

from W without having been previously heated above th 

temperature. (See Appendix I.) 

V. The higher the temperature above W from which t';c 

steel is allowed to cool undisturbedly, the larger te 
grains. 

VI. The slower the cooling from a temperature above AV 
the larger the grains. ’ 

Corollary to V. and VI.—Pieces of steel finished at a tctii 

perature above W will have a coarser grain In those pait; 

which have been finished hottest, and where subsequent 

cooling has been more gradual, 1. e. the central portion? 

or portions further away from the cooling surfaces. 

VII. When a piece of steel, hardened or unhardened, l.s 

heated to a temperature above W and suddenly cooled, it 

is fully hardened, but its structure will be coarser than 

when quenched after having been heated to W. (See Ap¬ 
pendix I.) 

VHI. When a piece of unhardened steel is heated to a 

temperature below W and quenched or slowly cooled from 

that temperature, no change takes place In its structure 
(See Appendix II.) 

IX. When a piece of hardened steel is heated to a tern 

perature below W, some of its hardening carbon Is 

changed spontaneously into cement carbon, and the metal 

Is thereby softened. The tendency of the hardening car 

bon to pass into the cement condition Increases with the 

temperature, and is the greatest at the temperature V 

This transformation, however, is not accompanied by any 

change in the dimensions of the grains. (See Appendix 

in.) 
These propositions are for the most part illustrated 

graphically In Fig. 1, in which I have adopted RrineU’s 
mode of representation. 

II. Changes of Structure Brought About by Work. 

We must at the outset consider two kinds of work: hot 

work and cold work. Ry hot work I mean work per¬ 

formed above the critical range, 1. e. above W; by cold 

work Is meant work performed below the critical range, 

1. e. below V. The work done between V and W will hi? 

cold work if the temperature of the metal has Just been 

raised from below V, and it will be hot work if its tem¬ 

perature has Just been lowered from above W. 

The effect of work upon the structure of steel may be 

summarized in the following propositions; 

I. While steel is being worked it does not crystallize 

(provided, of course, the working of the metal is sufficient¬ 

ly vigorous to affect all parts of the mass). 

II. Hot work as such has no influence upon the struc¬ 

ture of the metal. Indirectly, however, by retarding crys¬ 

tallization until a lower temperature Is reached, it may 

influence its structure most decidedly; but the same re¬ 

sults could be accomplished by heat treatment alone, i. e. 

by reheating the unworked metal to the temperature from 

which the worked piece was allowed to cool undisturbedly. 

Remark.—A certain amount of work is. of course, nec¬ 

essary to expel the slag, close blow-holes and other sim¬ 

ilar irregularities, and otherwise render the piece sound; 

but once this accomplished, further work will not improve 

the structure, except indirectly as stated above. 

HI. Cold work distorts the grains or crystals of steel, 

flattening them and elongating them in the direction of the 

forging or rolling. 

IV. The lower the temperature the more pronounced the 

effect of cold working. , 

Remark.—The structural distortion caused by cold work¬ 
ing, with its accompanying alterations of the physical 

properties of the metal, may be removed by heating the 

metal to W (see Troposition I.) 

III. Conclusions. 

From the above considerations, we may draw the follow¬ 

ing conclusions of industrial interest; 

Finished Pieces of Unhardened Steel.—Since it seems to 

have been conclusively shown that the smaller the grains 

of the metal, the more ductile and tough it will be, it is 

evident that we should endeavor to impart such a struc¬ 

ture to all finished pieces, and as the finest possible struc¬ 

ture results from heating to W, we naturally infer that 

every finished piece of unhardened steel. In order to be In 

the best possible condition, should, as a last treatment, be 

heated to W. 

While, for numerous reasons, such treatment cannot al¬ 

ways be applied, being. Indeed, in many instances, alto¬ 

gether impracticable, nevertheless manufacturers should 

endeavor to approach this desideratum as much as is con¬ 

sistent with other conditions and requirements of produc¬ 

tion. Forged or rolled pieces should be finished as near the 

temperature V as possible, since finishing them at a tem¬ 

perature much above V leads to the development of a 

coarse structure during subsequent undisturbed cooling, 

while If they be finished below V they will suffer from the 

effects of cold work. 

The problem, however, is further greatly.^ complicated 

L 
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bv the fact that thick pieces cannot be finished at a tem- 

•K-rature uniform throughout, the differences of tempera¬ 

ture between the central portions and the outside increas¬ 

ing rapidly with the cross section of the piece. If it be 

fiiished at a temperature above V, the whole mass will 

begin to crysWlllie during subsequent cooling, but the In- 

•.rlor being hotter and cooling more slowly, will have 

a larger grain than the outside portion; the resulting 

.structure will be far from uniform, and the physical prop- 

Cties of the finished piece in its various parts will also 

rrtcssarily lark uniformity, as may b<* ascertained by 

t.sting specimens cut from different regions. If the out¬ 

side. or thinnest parts have reached V when the piece 

haves the forge or the finishing rolls, the central portions 

may be considerably above that temperature, and may 

a...sume a coarse crystalline structure; while if the work¬ 

ing be continued until the Interior of the piece has 

reached the temperature V, the thinnest portions may be 

much below that temperature and suffer from the effects 

of cold working.* 
Vniformlty of structure (and therefore of physical prop¬ 

erties) in all parts of a worked piece of steel, together 

with freedom and distortion caused by cold work, cun 

ouly be secured by reheating throughout to the tempera¬ 

ture W; and while such treatment, as already stated, is 

impracticable in many cases, besides necessitating the use 

of pyrometers, it remains true that with a clear under¬ 

standing of the effect of heat treatment and of work upon 

the structure of the metal, each manufacturer has it in his 

power to improve the quality of Its product. 

In the manufacture of costly pieces of steel, when large 

sume the name of “annealing,” can only be decided ar¬ 

bitrarily. Tempering should be considered as a species 

of annealing. 

It is not the writer’s desire to formulate any dogmatic 

nules which should be followed in carrying out this most 

important operation, but merely to inquire into the 

changes of physical properties which we desire to bring 

about in the annealing of steel, believing that such in¬ 

quiry, together with our knowledge of the effect of heat 

treatment upon the structure of ste.'l, should naturally 

lead us to the adoption of the most desirable treatment. 

The changes in the physical condition of the metal which 

we desire to bring about by annealing are several in num- 

lier, and of course depend upon the treatment to whieli 

the metal has been previously subjeetid. 1 believe that 

they may be summed up as follows: 

I. Softening of the metal tdecrease of its mineralogical 

hardness), by obliterating the increase of hardness con¬ 

ferred by previous hardening or by cold working. 

II. Increase of ductility, by obliterating the brittleness 

cau8t‘d by previous hardening or cold working, and also 

by cooling stresses (which always occur during the cool¬ 

ing of large castings or forgings from a high temperature). 

III. Obliteration of coarse crystallization caused by a 

previous undisturbed cooling from a temperature higher 

than W, and of structural distortion produced by cold 

working, imparting to the metal the finest possible struc¬ 

ture which it is capable of assuming. 

In short, in annealing steel our purpose is to render the 

metal as soft, tough, and ductile as possible, and to do so 

by decreasing the elastic limit and tensile strength only of 

Hardening and Tempering. —It is almost superlluous to 

state here, that in order to harden stee-l, and at the same 

time preserve the best structural arrangement, the metal 

should be heated to \V and then quenched, without allow¬ 

ing the temperature to rise above W. This rule is quite 

universally followid. and altiiough smiths seldom use 

pyrometers, some of them become such expi'rts in Judg¬ 

ing the temperature of the metal by the color, that it is 

probable that the majority of the.r pli et s are. at the In¬ 

stant of queneliing. very near W indee.1. or at the refin¬ 

ing temperature, as they properly l ull it 

Tile temperature of tempering is al.so very universally 

regulated by tile color of the metal, and gem rally with 

g’-eat skill and accuracy. 

The use of pyrometers in connection with tile lianleiiing 

and tempering of steel should nevertheless lie commemb il. 

as it removes all uncertainty, secures uniformity of treat¬ 

ment, and may be tlie means of avoiding thi' destruc tion 

in the quenching bath of many costly pietcs. 

It is customary, the writiT believes, to quench the nndal 

(merely for convenience?) after it has ... lieated to tlie 

proper temperature for tempering. Instead of allowing it 

to cool slowly from that temperature. it is, liowo-ver. 

probable that, if it be !c>ft to cool slowly. Its softness will 

increase, since the change of harilenlng carbon into ce¬ 

ment carbon, which is arrested by the sudden ci«>ring. will 

continue u while longer, at any rate, if the sleei be slowly 

cooled. 
Apliendix. 

The fact that all crystallization iireviously existing in 

the metal is obliterated during the cliange oicurring at 

tv 
V ffetattfieme 

eAi/j Siml Originally Hardentt/, / ShnfyCaokd] 
HtaltdtfthtTimperjhjreflndicaffdandx crQmrKliitl\ 

SomtHankningC 
ChmgidtoCtmiirK. 
Dimrtsiartsof 
Orain Unchanged. 
High 'kmper. 

Mart HardeningC. 
Changed loCementC. 
Dimensions of 
Drain Unchanged. 

, MUd Temper. 

' AH Hardening C. 
ChangedioCementC. 
[pensions of 
Drain Unchanged. 

. No Temper Lett 

- V- 
Same Results as with Unhardened Steel 

FIG. 1.—CHANGES OF MICROSTRUCTURE BROUGHT ABOUT IN STEEL BY HEAT TREATMENT. 

outputs, necessitating the highest possible speed of pro¬ 

duction, is not the all-important and all-absorbing factor 

—In the production of armor-plates, for instance, and of 

expensive forgings—the metal may be treated on these 

scientific lines, and the highest efficiency secured. 

Annealing.—There seems to be considerable difference of 

opinion with regard to the meaning of the term “anneal¬ 

ing,” and still more concerning the proper temperature to 

which the metal should be heated, and the conditions 

which should prevail during the operation. To the mind 

of some steel-workers, annealing conveys the idea of a 

mere heating to a temperature sometimes considerably 

below, and sometimes considerably above, W. For others 

it implies a prolonged heating at a temperature varying 

from barely red to a very bright red or even yellow heat. 

•Some workers cool their steel very slowly in the annealing 

furnace; some more rapidly In the air; others still 

quench the metal after reheating to a dull red heat. 

Finally, the metal is heated in boxes or pipes with or 

without packing material, or it is heated in the open fur¬ 

nace without any protection. 
In short, it is seen that any reheating, followed or not 

by slow cooling, whose aim is to soften the metal and in¬ 

crease Its ductility, might quite properly be railed anneal¬ 

ing, for I see no sharp line of demarcation between tem¬ 

pering and annealing. Just where the softening and tough¬ 

ening operation should cease to be called tempering to as- 

• A familiar instance of such heterogeneousness of 
structure is found In steel rails whose structure frequently 
reveals the fact that the web and extremities of the flange 
have suffered from cold work, while the center of the 
head exhibits a well-developed crystalline structure, indi¬ 
cative of undisturbed cooling from a temperature above W. 

such, so to speak, abnormal increments, as were acquired 

through hardening and cold working. 

From our previous considerations it is evident that to 

accomplish this in the most effective manner the metal 

should be reheated throughout to W, and slowly cooled 

from that temperature, maintaining it a sufficient length 

of time at the temperature V to assure a complete change 

of the hardening carbon Into cement carbon. By heating 

the metal to W all previous coarse crystallization or dis¬ 

tortion is obliterated and replaced by the finest possible 

structure. In cooling slowly through the V range, its 

hardening carbon passes back into cement carbon, but as 

the complete transformation requires time, it is desirable 

to keep the metal for some time at that temperature. Af¬ 

ter such treatment the steel will undoubtedly be in its 

softest and most ductile condition. 

The writer is well aware that the above conclusions are 

somewhat at variance with those of Brinell, who advises 

heating to V In annealing steel. As already stated, the 

writer finds that reheating to V for a sufficient length of 

time will cause all the hardening carbon that may be pres¬ 

ent in the steel to be changed into cement carbon; it may 

possibly also remove all cooling stresses, so that such 

treatment undoubtedly greatly increases the softness and 

ductility of the metal. It does not, however. Impart to It 

as fine a micro-grain as it is capable of assuming, and 

consequently the metal, after being reheated to V, does 

not possess all the ductility that could be its own.* 

*If the steel has Just previously been heated to W, then, 
of course, reheating to V (for the purpose of removing 
hardening carbon) will be suffleient to render the metal as 
soft and ductile os possible. 

\V has been repeatedly demonstrated, and. so far as 1 

know, is not contested by any metallurgist. It is also ad¬ 

mitted by all, I think, that st<*el crystallizes while cooling 

from a temperature above W. There is, however, a 

widespread belief that the metal does not retain, until the 

cooling begins, the fine amorphous-like structure ac¬ 

quired at W, but on the contrary bi'glns to crystallize im¬ 

mediately after the temperature W is passed, and con¬ 

tinues to do so while its temperature Is rising. This view 

is held by such eminent metallurgists as J. A. Brinell and 

H. M. Howe; while I). Tschernoff, on the other hand, took 

the stand, long ago, that steid does not crystallize while 
its temperature is rising. 

The statement that steel does crystallize while its tem¬ 

perature is rising is certainly opposed to the very nature 

of crystallization, and on that account we should naturally 

feel reluctant to accept it without more conclusive evi¬ 

dence. Steel above the critical range has often been lik¬ 

ened, and on very good grounds, to a solution-a solid 

solution, of course. The crystallization of a solid solution, 

as well as of a liquid solution, consists In the crystallization 

or segregation of its structural cotniHinents taking place at 

certain temperatures and in a certain order. l?an the 

constituents of a liquid solution crystallize in other 

words, can a solution solidify when its temp<‘rature la ris¬ 

ing? The supposition la evidently absurd. ('an the 

structural components of a solid solution segregate, then, 

on a rising temperature? Docs not the same laws apply 

in both cases? Is not a falling temperature a necessary 

condition to the formation of crystals? During undisturbed 

cooling cohesive attraction, the force to which crystals owe 

their formation, acts powerfully, causing them to grow. 
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while duiios beetlDK cohealT* attraction Is oppoaod more 

end more by the rUinc temperature, la there a alnsle lO' 

atance of a aoluUoo, or for that matter of any aubatance, 

eryttallltlDg while ita temperature la rlalngt 

The coDtentloD that ateel doea cryatalllae abore W. 

while Ita temperature la rlalng, la baaed upon the fact that 

when a piece of ateel la quenched at a temperature above 

W Ita atructure will be the coaraer the higher the quench¬ 

ing temperature—from which It la Inferred that Ita grains 

must have grown during the heating previous to quench¬ 

ing. It ahould be remembered, however, that it takes an 

appreciable time for a piece of ateel, especially for Ita cen¬ 

tral portions, to cool to V. if the piece be large, the 

length of time required will be very considerable Indeed, 

and may be such that Ita centre will not be hardened at 

all. Has not the growth of the resulting grains taken 

place during the cooling of the mass, however rapid, 

rather than during Its heating, seeing that the cooling is 

far from being sudden and Increases in length very rapidly 

with the cross-section of the quenched placet 1 find that the 

larger the croes-sectlon of the piece, the larger will be Its 

grains (because the slower the cooling?), while If the lat¬ 

ter bad formed during beating there should be, it would 

seem, little difference In atructure between a large and a 

small sample, unless Indeed It be argued, as it reasonably 

might, that the larger grain of the larger piece Is due to 

the slower beating of that piece. 

It has not, however, by any means been shown that If 

the cooling from a high temperature could be sulBcleutly 

sudden the structure would not be as free from coarse 

crystallisation as If It bad been quenched upon reach¬ 

ing W. 
Although 1 am Inclined to share Professor TsebernoS's 

view, 1 frankly admit that no conclusive evidences have 

been presented on either aide, and H la to be hoped that 

this question will soon be dehnltely elucidated. 

If It should be shown beyond doubt that steel does in¬ 

deed crystallise on a rising temperature, the phenomenon 

could not, I think, properly be called crystallisation— 

granulation would probably be a more correct term. 

I hope to be able shortly to present some further ex¬ 

perimental evidence bearing upon this point. 

Appendix 11. 

In ProposlUon VIII. It la sUted that when a piece of un- 

bardeiK'd steel Is heated to a temperature below W Its 

structure remains unchanged. Mr. Stead, however, has 

shown. In a recent and very Important paper,* that when 

a piece of iron or of very soft steel Is subjected to a pro¬ 

longed heating at a temperature between tiUU' and 75U* C. 

(therefore below W) Its structure becomes coarsely crys¬ 

talline. Here we apparently meet, therefore, with an ex¬ 

ception to our proposition. It should be noted, however, 

that It la only the softest brands of steel whose structure 

is thus altered at a temperature below W. Mr. Stead baa 

repeatedly failed to produce a change of structure under 

such condition in steel containing over U.ifU per cent, of 

carbon. Indeed, In the experiments which be describes, 1 

nnd no Instance of a coarse crystalllxation having been 

produced below W in steel containing over 0.11 per cent, 

of carbon. The exception is therefore apparently confined 

to a very narrow range of the carbon steel series. It 

should also be remembered that a prolonged heating Is 

required in order to produce this growth of the grains; a 

mere htatlng to a temperature below W leaves the struc¬ 

ture of this nearly carbonless iron unaltered. 

The metal which Mr. Stead Uuds to crystallise below W 

Is practically a mass of ferrite, and be has thus demon¬ 

strated that when ferrite is heated (or a long time at a 

temperature between dUU" and TM'* C., It develops a coarse 

crystallisation, or perhaps more properly, granulation. 

There la no apparent reason to suppose that ferrite will 

not always crystallise in this way, when subjected to 

such treatment, whatever the carbon content of the steel. 

The amount of ferrite present In steel, however, rapidly 

diminishes with increase of carbon. Steel containing over 

U.bO per cent, of carbon does not contain any ferrite, and 

should therefore remain, as It does, unaffected when sub¬ 

mitted to the above treatment. Steel containing less than 

U.SO per cent, of carbon is made up of grains of pearlyte 

surrounded by membranes of ferrite. The coarse crys¬ 

tallization of these membranes of ferrite, supposing that 

it does occur below W, does not alter the dimensions of 

the grains of the metal, and has probably little. If any, 

influence upon Its physical properties. Iron and very low 

carbon steel, on the contrary, are made up of grains of 

ferrite, and a coarse crystallisation, or a change of struc- 

lure of this constituent, means corresponding changes in 

the structure of the metal Itself. This appears to be the 

explanation of the notable difference, shown by Mr. Stead, 

between the behavior of carbonless or slightly carbur- 

etted iron and more highly carburetted steel, when sub¬ 

jected to the thermal treatment described above. 

ally. It should also be noted that the alteration of the 

.-ture of ferrite requires time, while the obliteration of 

the structure assumed by pearlyte appears to be depend¬ 

ent only upon the proper degree of heat (W), and takes 

place simultaneously with the passage of its carbon from 

the cement to the hardening state. 

'"Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute,’* 1886, I. and 
II.; "The Hetallographlst," October, 1886, and April, 1889. 

Appendix III. 

In his most valuable chart showing the changes of frac¬ 

tures brought about by heat treatment In steel contain¬ 

ing 0.75 per cent, of carbon, Mr. Brinell states that If a 

piece of steel which has been hardened above W, and 

which has, therefore, a coarse structure, be reheated to V, 

and maintained at that temperature for a suffleient length 

of time, all its hardening carbon will be changed Into 

cement carbon, and ita structure will be as fine as If the 

piece had been reheated to W. 
The microscopical examination of a limited number of 

samples of ateel subjected to the above treatment appears 

to opiKfse the second portion of Mr. Brinell's proposition, 

(or while the writer finds that a prolonged reheating at V 

causes practically the whole of the carbon to pass back 

into the cement stale, the size of the grains of the metal 

seems to remain unaltered. The carbon change appears to 

take place in situ, within each individual grain, without 

affecting its dimensions. It is the writer's intention to ex¬ 

amine a larger number of specimens containing var.ous 

amounts of carbon and reheated to V, (or different lengths 

of time, and he hopes that hia remarks will Induce others 

to investigate the question. 

Mr. Brinell, the writer thinks, based bis propositions 

upon the appearance of the fracture, not of the micro- 

structure, and. Judged by its fracture, the annealed metal 

may appear to have a smaller grain, because the fracture 

of the grains of pearlyte, as produced by this tempering 

process, may be finer and more silky than that of the mar¬ 

tensite grains resulting from quenching at a temperature 

above W, although the micio-graina would in both cases 

have the aame dimensiona. 

Correspondence. 

Professor Henry M. Howe, of New York city, who bad 

read Mr. A. Sauveur’s paper In manuscript, sent the fol¬ 

lowing contribution to the discussion: 

The question, "Can the coarsening of the grain, atrac- 

lure, or crystallization of iron occur during rise of tem¬ 

perature (1. e. during heating), or can it occur only dur¬ 

ing fall of temperature (i. e. during cooling)?" can be ap¬ 

proached either by reasoning from analogy or by direct 

observation. 

From the analogy of certain aqueous solutions .i has 

been reasoned that this coarsening cannot occur during 

beating, but only during cooling. Without saying that 

this reasoning is untenable, I will merely say that it baa 

not so far been presented in a way which seems to me 

cogent. 
From aqueous solutions in general crystallization oc¬ 

curs only during cooling, because crystallisation from 

them Implies solidification, and solidification can occur 

only during cooling. Keasonlng by analogy from this to 

the case of iron must be very cautious (or two very evi¬ 

dent reasons. 

First, hot iron Is not an aqueous, not even a liquid solu¬ 

tion, but a solid solution. That which prevents crystalli¬ 

sation In aqueous solutions during heating, viz., that they 

are not solid and hence cannot crystallize, does not apply 

here at all, for the hot iron is already solid. 

Second, the coarsening of the structure of hot Iron is not 

the setting in or oegiuuing ui crystallization, not the pas¬ 

sage from a non-crystalline to a crystalline state, out 

merely the passage from one state of crystallization to an¬ 

other. We lefine the stiuclure oy heating to U; it is then 

line crystalline. If on further heating, say to V, l,i()(>'* 

C., Its structure coarsens, that does not imply that crys- 

Ulllzation sets in during rise of temperature, or that iron 

has passed from a non-crystalline to a crystalline stale, 

but that Its crystallization has simply changed. Now the 

premise that crysullizatlon cannot (aa in an aqueous solu¬ 

tion) begin, set In, orignate, during rise of temperature, 

doea not imply that If (as in hot iron) it already exists, it 

cannot change during rise of temperature. 

I frame this objection to the reasoning from analogy, 

with the wish to show wherein this reasoning seems to 

lack cogency, so as to offer an opportunity to supply this 

lack. 

Turning now to direct observation, 1 heated a uar. cl 

ateel very rapidly to a bright white heat. I am confident 

that during this heating the temperature was at all times 

rising. I quenched It In cold water very quickly; 1 found 

the grain excessively coarse. You tell me that this 

coarsening of grain did not occur during my rise of tem¬ 

perature, but during the two or three seconds which 

elapsed between the instant when my bar left the furnace 

and the instant when it had become too cold to change 

farther. My answer to this is twofold. 

First, if your contention is true, certainly the Inside 

of the bar, which must have cooled much more '.lowly 

than the outside, ought to be correspondingly coaraer than 

the outside. In the experiments which I have made, I did 

not with the eye find this difference. But further trials 

of this are needed. 

Second, assuming that my observations were huffloient, 

the only escape from the Inference that the coarsening 

occurred during rise of temperature would be, that It oc¬ 

curs so extremely fast during fall of temperature as to 

complete Itself even In the very rapid cooling of (he outside 

of the bar. To say this, however, deprives your contention 

of Industrial Importance. For If the coarsening during fall 

of temperature la so extremely rapid that It can compiei.. 

Itself and reach the great coarseness correspoaliug to a 

bright whiteness In the very brief time occupied by the 

cooling of the outside of a bar %-lnch thick, the effect i* 

the same (or all IndustrUl purposes as If the coarsening 
had occurred during the rise of temperature. 

The following experiment further Indicated that coars- 

enlng occurs during rise of temperature. a bar w; j 

nicked across iU middle, was heated to bright whltenea' 

was struck violently on one-half of the nick, and wa- 

Immediately quenched. When now broken at the nick, tli 

part not struck was very coarsely crystalline, but ti, 

part struck was finely crystalline. This at least strong 

suggests that the coarsening had occurred during heath, 

that the blow bad broken up the coarse grain on one ai.i 

of the bar, and that this coarse grain had not bad tin. 

to re-form during the cooling. This certainly goes 

show that the growth during cooling is not so extraord 

narily rapid, and hence to show that the coarsening of my 

first bar, simply heated white hot and immediatily 

quenched, could not have bad time to occur during that 

brief cooling, and hence must have occurred during heat 

Ing. The experiment, however. Is not conclusive, but I 

have started others which I hope will be. I should hat, 

delayed writing on this subject had not Mr. Sauveur s r. 

marks offered an opportunity which It seemed best to ac 
cept. 

THE DUTY OF THE INDIANAPOLIS PUMPING ENGINE. 

In our issue of Sept. 'JO, 1898, we published a 

report of a test by Prof. W. F. M. Goss, M. Ant 
Soc. M. E., of Purdue University, upon a 2i),0i)(»,( ihi 
gallon triple-expansion pumping engine, built fur 

the Indianapolis Water Co., by the Snow Steani 
Pump Works, of Buffalo, N. Y. This test showe.l 
the remarkably high duty of 1U7,8(X),()00 ft.-ibs. 
per l.OtK) ihs. of dry steam used in the engine, or 

100,0(10 ft.-lbs. per miilion heat units. The 

steam consumption was ll.lJG lbs. per I. HP. per 
hour. , ^ 

A pamphlet has Just been issued in which the 
report of this test is given in detail, and also the 
report of a second test made on Dec. 3. 1898, fur 
the purpose of checking the results obtained in 
the first test. This second test gave results close¬ 
ly agreeing with the first. A comparison is given 
as follows: 

Date of teat...July 8. Uec. d 
Indicated HP. ,<0.5 iSJ.U 
Steam per 1. HP. per hr., lbs. 11.20 11.08 
B. T. 0. per 1. HP. per minute.... 2(rd.7 Ouu.U 
Friction, v® of 1. HP. 4.0 0.2 
Duty, per million B. T. U. 150.1 147 j 

The difference in friction is thought to be due 
to a slight difference in the adjustment of some 
of the stutfing-box glands. 

, The pamphlet claims this engine to rank as the 
highest duty engine ever built; but while it un¬ 
doubtedly broke the record, it is now eclipsed, 
apparentiy, by the record of the Nordberg pump¬ 
ing engine, at Wilkinsburg, Pa., a test of which, 
by Prof. R. C. Carpenter, was reported in our issue 
of May 4, 1899. This engine developed a duty of 
192,948,824 ft.-lbs. per million B. T. U. in the 
steam delivered to it. It is a quadruple-expan¬ 
sion engine, working with 5U lbs. higher steam 
pressure than the Indianapolis machine and 
pumping against a head over three times as great, 
all of which circumstances are favorable to a 
higher economy. 

Copies of the pamphlet can be obtained from 
the Snow Steam Pump Co., of Buffalo, N. Y., on 
request. 

A REVOLVING CAMERA FOR SURVEYING PURPOSES. 

In using photographs for extended or panoramic 
views, as required for surveying purposes, consid¬ 
erable trouble and liability to error arises from 
the necessity of Joining prints from different 
plates, made by different exposures, and there is 
considerable inconvenience attending the use of 
the tangent scale. To overcome these difiiculties. 
as well as that due to the movement of the film, 
a revolving camera has been devised by Mr. G. W. 
Pearsons, M. Am. Soc. C. E., of Kansas City, Mo. 

The instrument, which is shown diagrammatic- 
ally in the accompanying cut, is mounted upon a 
tripod and revolves like a transit. The exposure 
is made during its revolution, which is controlled 
by clockwork, and occupies from 1% to 2 minutes 
for a complete revolution. It will be seen that the 
lens and film both move, and as their movement 
is uniform, ail horixontal angles are given without 
tangential measurement. The degrees are also 
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photographed on the sky line of the film, so that 
any shrinkage of the film In developing does not 
affect the accuracy of the measurements. The sky 
line also makes a place of reference for the verti¬ 
cal tangential measurements. 

The roll of film is placed in a compartment at 
the back of the camera box, and the strip passes 
across the narrow opening, through which light Is 
admitted from the lens, to a winding roller on the 
opposite side of the compartment. By means of 
the gt^arlng, the film is given a motion parallel to 
that of the lens, but In the opposite direction. The 
winding roller Is held to Us spindle by friction, 
and the movement of the film Is governed by a 
pair of friction rollers, which make its motion unl- 

Revolving Camera for Survey Work. 
G. W. Pearsons, M. Am. Soc. C. E., Inventor. 

form. A small wheel marked with notches corre¬ 
sponding to the degrees passed over, photographs 
the degrees on the film, as already noted, and as 
the exposure lasts only about 1° no effect of paral¬ 
lax is shown on the print. 

The instrument is about 12 ins. high, 12 ins. long 
and 8 ins. inside, weighing about 12 lbs., and is 
intended to be used on the tripod of a transit. It 
uses any width of film up to (iVh ins., and any 
length of picture can be taken, from an arc of 1° 
to a full circle. The gearing is driven by means 
of a small weight attached to the cord, which 
passes round a drum on the roller spindle and 
down through the pivot of the instrument. 

THE CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL IN TECHNICAL 

EDUCATION.* 

By Edgar Marburg,t M. Am. Soc. C. E. 

At the last annual meeting of this Society, the reUring 

President, In a thoughtful, far-seeing addresst, brought us 

(ace to face with certain serious gaps in our educationai 

system. It was shown that, except for insignificant be¬ 

ginnings, here and there, no provision had been made for 

the specific training of our youth for industrial and com¬ 

mercial pursuits. Our own shortcomings were revealed 

the more strikingly on the background of Germany's 

achievements. That nation’s phenomenal strides, during 

the past quarter century, towards a commanding position 

in manufactures and in commerce was attributed primar¬ 

ily to its elaborate system of monotecbnic and commer¬ 

cial schools, of which, as has been said, no counterpart 

is to be found in this country. 

With us the opinion is yet too widely prevalent that such 

elementary liberal education as may be had in the gram¬ 

mar, or at most the high school, is all-sufficient for young 

men destined tor the trades and industries or for commer¬ 

cial life—that the special training peculiar to each particu¬ 

lar vocation can be best acquired in actual service. The 

soundness of this proposition, within limits, is of course 

*A paper read at the annual meeting of the Society for 
the Promotion of Engineering Education. 

tProfessor of Civil Engineering, University of Pennsyl¬ 
vania, Philadelphia, Pa. 

tProf. J. B. Johnson on "A Higher Industrial and Com¬ 
mercial Education,’* Eng. News. Aug. 18b 1898. 

conceded. School processes, however, carefully perfected, 

will never cease to have their limitations. Their highest 

function, after all, is to endow the individual, as well as 

may be, with the potentialities of after-development. To 

look for an output of accomplmbed financiers, business 

men, artisans or industrial foremen, straight from the 

schools, were as preposterous in its way as to expect sim¬ 

ilar results from our professional departments. Uu the 

other hand, barring the great field of common, unskilled 

labor, there is scarcely a human calling so lowly but that 

its horison might be broadened, its inherent dignity devel¬ 

oped, its usefulness to society augmented, and the indi¬ 

vidual Interests of its followers immeasurably promoted, 

if our present loose and narrow courses of apprenticeship 

were to yield to a well-ordered system of specialized in¬ 

struction, in which the scientific and practical elements 
are suitably blended. 

That such a change must come about in the United 

States, as it has in Germany, probably few thoughtful 

men, at all familiar with the situation, will seriously 

question, it would betoken small faith in the progressive 

spirit of our nation to hold otherwise. But while Ger¬ 

many’s achievements serve as inspiring object-lessons, the 

social conditions in this country are so essentially differ¬ 

ent, that the problem presents itseif to us in an entirely 

new phase. Its final solution must be of a kind not only 

best adapted to our own peculiar needs, but in best con¬ 

sonance with our school-systems, our political and indus¬ 

trial institutions, and the general traditions of our people. 

A tremendous amount of agitation will be needed for the 

successful inauguration of so great a movement, it is to 

be hoped that the suggestion made last year that this So¬ 

ciety should assume the initiative in this matter will not 

prove to have fallen on barren ground, in the educa¬ 

tional campaign which will have to be directed against our 

trade and commercial organizations, and our legislative 

bodies, the first concern will be to Impress upon them the 

reality of the need we set ourselves to advocate. To most 

men of average information the statement that we are 

falling far short of Germany in preparedness (or assum¬ 

ing a leading hand in the world's industrial affairs will 

come as a revelation and much scepticism will have to be 

silenced by argument. Uverweeniug faith in the re¬ 

sourcefulness of this country and in the genius of its peo¬ 

ple is characteristic of Americanism. But self-confideuce, 

however admirable a trait in nations as in individuals, 

carries with it the constant danger of merging into self- 

sufficiency, than which there can be no greater bar to sus¬ 

tained advancement. 

While America has time and again triumphed against 

signal odds, through expedients improvised to suit the 

means and the occasion, it were a fatal delusion to assume 

that forces can be created over night to cope successfully 

with the gigantic industrial movement to which Germany 

has lent its best thought and energies lor the past three 

or four decades, i’atieut, painstaking effort in the fur¬ 

therance of a carefully conceived, broad and enlightened 

policy can alone accomplish fur our nation what has been 

attained by like measures lor another. 

In the meantime there has arisen among us, in the cor¬ 

respondence schools, an educational movement whose re¬ 

markable headway must be attributed in no small meas¬ 

ure to the existence of those very gaps in our regular sys¬ 

tem to which reference has been made. Sprung from 

seemingly insignificant beginnings, some ten years since, 

its growth, notably during the past two or three years, 

has been little less than phenomenal, it is a significant 

(act that the correspondence schools have found their 

largest following among our technical workers, especially 

those of our shops and factories. Thus a single institu¬ 

tion devoted principally to engineering and the mechanic 

arts ciaiu.8 a total enrolment of upwards of eighty thou¬ 

sand students, a number (our times greater than that of 

only two years age. Whatever the merit of the system, 

these figures bear striking evidence that our craftsmen are 

keenly alive to the delects in their education and are 

grasping eagerly at such opportunities as present them¬ 

selves. In most cases there exists only the single other 

alternative of self-instruction. Night-schools in which 

technical courses are offered, are to be found only in a 

few of our most populous cities. Besides, their disad¬ 

vantages are such that they have not come into much 

favor. 

An inquiry as to the probable efficiency of the corre¬ 

spondence system becomes thus a matter of considerable 

interest. Is the scheme to be regarded simply as a passing 

fad, or does it contain the elements of real merit and per¬ 

manency? Are these schools attracting their immense 

patronage under false pretenses, or are they engaged in a 

worthy and successful effort to give their students gen¬ 

erous returns on their Investment? And, finally, does the 

general plan give promise of such possibilities that, in its 

higher development, it may be expected to yield even a 

fair approach to what has been realized abroad by Ger¬ 

man methods? 

Before attempting to suggest an answer to these and 

similar questions, more especlal'y with reference to the 

technical correspondence schools, certain considerations 

relating to such Institutions In general deserve to be 

briefly noticed. 

Among our regular seats of learning, but two, namely 

the University of Chicago and the Illinois Wesleyan Uni¬ 

versity, have entered the fields of correspondence teach¬ 

ing. The other Institutions engaged In this work were or¬ 

ganized and are conducted primarily, if not solely, as 

money-making enterprises. Their general policy is de¬ 

termined largely by this circumstance. It also serves to 

render an accurate and searching investigation difficult, 

if not Impossible. The competition (or students Is al¬ 

ready very keen. Statistics of the kind freely published 

by our regular schools are either withheld on grounds of 

business expediency, or, where furnished, cannot always 

be accepted with confidence. From their own circulars, it 

appears that the various schools view each other with the 

utmest distrust, and open charges of a serious character 

are not infrequently passed. Their advertising methods in 

general are not calculated to Inspire confidence, or to com¬ 

mand respect. Ingenuity is (airly exhausted in the at¬ 

tractive wording of their circulars. Clap-trap schemes of 

the most transparent nature are resorted to with a view of 

attracting students. Thus one school quotes its own ad¬ 

vertisements as opinions of the press. A postal card ad¬ 

dressed to another with the simple request for a catalogue 

elicited the usual pseudo-personal, typewritten circular 

containing the lines: “We Judge, from an Intimation dls 

ceruable in your letter, that you have a will as well as a 

gift (or success.’’ The schools vie with each other in their 

offers of special Inducenienis (or immediate enrolment. 

Their disinterested anxiety to enlist patrons before the 

date of an impending advance In tuition fees is quite le- 

markable. Testimonials and photographs of graduates are 

prominently paraded. On the other hand a complete list 

of students or graduates is not permitted to appear. 

In an endeavor at an Impartial Inquiry, one has cou- 

stantly to remind himself that these matters have no di¬ 

rest bearing on the subject proper, namely the intrluslo 

value of the instruction itself. However, tactics of the 

kind described tend Inevitably to give rise to prejudice 

and distrust. Nor does it serve to lessen one's scepticism 

to be informed, that even such subjects as music and art 

can be successfully taught by correspondence. There re¬ 

mains, in (act, scarcely an important field of learning that 

these schools have not confidently Invaded. 

That the correspondence scheme throws the doors wide 

open to charlatanism cannot be denied, nor can It be ques¬ 

tioned that the opportunities it offers for illegitimate 

practices have been freely exploited. Some of these ir¬ 

responsible concerns have already closed their doors, to 

the possible gain of their patrons. Others have sprung 

up in their place whose existence will doubtless prove no 

less ephemeral. That the general interests of the cause 

suffer in proportion goes without saying. As with com¬ 

mercial enterprises in general, probably only a few of the 

fittest are destined to survive. It would seem, however, 

that the time has come when the financial responsibility 

of these schools should be made the subject of official In¬ 

quiry, as In the case of other institutions organized (or 

the receipt of moneys upon the promise of future returns. 

Without some reasonable guarantee of good faith In the 

discharge of prospective obligations, the use of the aialls 

should be interdicted. 

Referring now to the technical schools in particular, the 

writer has, by visits and otherwise, made as critical an 

investigation of their methods as circumstances permitted. 

Generally speaking, their scheme of operation is essen¬ 

tially the same. Instruction papers, especially prepared 

(or the purpose, take the place of the usual text-books. 

These are issued of a size convenient (or the pocket. The 

student is pledged not to allow others to share in their 

use. The papers on any given subject are furnished col¬ 

lectively in book-form at the beginning or end of the 

course. Blach instruction paper is accompanied by an ex¬ 

amination paper containing the questions which the stu¬ 

dent is required to answer. These answers are promptly 

and carefully corrected. The writer has seen ample evi¬ 

dence that at the better schools this Important feature 

receives close, painstaking attention. A final examination 

is usually prescribed at the end of the course. The award 

Is commonly in the form of a certificate of study or of 

proficiency. A single institution confers the regular de¬ 

grees. To the latter practice reference will be made here¬ 

after. 
The tuition fees are moderate, in (act, lower than the 

average cost of text-books in the regular technical schools. 

The charges on the Installment plan are relatively much 

higher. The other expenses are (or a drawing outfit, pa¬ 

per and postage in one direction. A paid-up scholarship 

is non-forfeitable. Its holder may consume as much or 

as little time as he elects (or the completion of bis course. 

The unused portion of the scholarship is transferable at 

the option of the owner. In short, the financial policy in 

general Is quite liberal to the student. 

The only educational requisites are a knowledge of 

reading and writing. The courses in pure mathematics 

begin with arithmetic and end with trigonometry. The in- 

strugtion papers on technical subjects are usually pre¬ 

pared by graduate engineers, sometimes men of consider¬ 

able ability and practical experience, but not always con¬ 

nected with the schools. Such men also exercise a gen¬ 

eral supervision of the correspondence In their respective 

specialties. The ordinary routine of correcting papers 

and of letter-writing is entrusted to lower-salaried assist- 
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part to defeela iiiberent in the eorrea|Hindenee ayatem. 

The dialliielioii la. however, not alwaya eaaily drawn. 

Siiiee the aehoola are operated primarily for revenue, it 

ia direetly to their Intereat to appeal to the laryeat num- 

bera. The eurrieiilum la. therefore, deaiKned to ine’.ude 

tbe moat elementary alibjeela. Theae may be omitted by 

atiidi'iita who paaa the pridimlnary exuminationa. ilow- 

1 ver, the atatiatiea of one of the leadiiiR aehoola indieute 

that lesa than ten per eeiit. of the applieanta ean meet the 
r< <|illrementa in arilhmetie Tliiia there ia tbe neeeaaity 

) n the one bund of In KinniiiK with the moat elementary 

Kindi) a and on the other of not wi'aryliiK the atudent with 

an I'Xi'i'aaiV)' amount of (ireparatoiy work befori' enterliiR 

upon lb)' ti'i'bn i al I'ourai a iiropi'r. Thi- eompromlae e.p- 

pi-ara in narrow, ahort-eiit iiiuraea. It eurrb'a with it also 

lb)' oiiiiaaion of anulytle Ri-ometry and the I'uli'Ulua. Tbe 

1 ff) i t of all tbia on thi' more advain-ed eoiiraea ia eaaily 

•■onjia liirid. Tbe more ililheiiit featuna of a aubjei-t ari‘ 

anppriaaed or tnati'd in a aupi'rfli-ial manner. Iinixirtaiit 

roiliiul.'ia that I'unnol be paaai'd unnotbid are aometiiui a 

pnai'iiti’d without a bint aa to their derivation or 'heir 

|l•uelll'lll limitationa. 

F. N (; I N E E R I N G NEW S. 

In the Dlatrlet of Columbia. It has the arrogant aaaur- 

anee to proclaim that the holder of its degree •‘will be 

iquippi-d with all the theoretical knowledge that Is re- 

quiri-d for the same degree in any college In the country.” 

The courses prescribed for the degree of C. E.. ar’ Sur¬ 

veying, Mapping. Hallway and Structural Engineering, 

and so-called Higher Mathematics. What la meant by the 

latter Urm can only be vaguely Inferred from the puh- 

liahi'd statement that "In this course the more compli- 

catid and diflli ult questions of the subject are taken up”; 

anil again "the instruction of the regular courses pre- 

pans the student to understand these more abstruse mat¬ 

ters.” Ini'onslstently enough, the presi rilw-d courses in 

engini‘crlng ri’quire no knowli'dge of mathematics beyond 

trigonometry. Further comment apiH'ars superfluous. 

.\nothcr practice of certain schools which seems deserv¬ 

ing of strong censure is that of furnishing complete keys 

to those who proNss to And the work too diffli ult. At least 

one Bi-hool issues these keys indiscriminately to all, and 

claims that ”lf employed judiciously they can be made to 

save both time and labor, without Injury to the student.” 

lieyond some words of caution against their use. In other 

than I'ases of assumed necessity, the matter is left purely 

to the discretion of the student. One school which sup¬ 

plies such aids makes the naive claim, quoted verbatim, 

that “every student who has enrolled with us has success¬ 

fully graduated from our st-hools.” Let it be presumed 

that the term "studi'iit” is here meant in the somewhat 

exi'lusive sense of "one devoted to study.” 

It should, in fairness, be observed that as a rule these 

institutions do nut claim to stand on an equal plane with 

the regular srhools. On the contrary, in some 

instances they go so far as to advise persons who have 

the time and means, to obtain a college )-dueatiun. This 

is followed, however, by the most unqualified and extrav¬ 

agant uss)-rtions in proof of the superiority of the corre- 

S|H)ndence system and particular stress Is laid on the 

claim that in their courses nothing of any real practUal 

value is omitted, but that all so-called useless mai'ter is 

eliminated. The effect of this is esper-ially harmful In so 

far as It serves to imbue prospective students with the no¬ 

tion that the day is passed fur making great efforts and 

sacrifices with a vli'w to gaining a thorough and well- 
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SOFT MUD EXCAVATING AT KEYHAM DOCKYARD 
PLYMOUTH. ENGLAND. 

In a late paper submitted to the Institu;i..n of 
Mechanical Engineers of England, Mr. Wbiteiy 
Kliot describes the mechanical attplian , m- 
ployed in the construction of the Key ham liuck- 
yard extension works at Plymouth. Th.-s.- 
cover n:t acres, of which 7.S acres are bei.nv iijgh- 
tide mark, with a tidal rise of l.'iti. ft. Th- tna- 
teriai to be excavated was made gruun ! nin,! 
and rock; but it is in the removal of th" sift 
mud alone that a|)paratus of especial novelty was 
employed, and an abstract is made of this ji.ir- 
tion »»f the jtaper. 

This mud was of two qualities; the har i nuiil 
upon which rubble had been tijiped in f irmer 

years, was consettuently compresseil until it h.i,) 
assumed the nature of stiff clay; it was un.it r the 

made ground referred to, and it was e.xiav.ttcl 
by hand labtir or by steam excavators, n'hc .^ ift 
mud was that which had remained uncovei , .1 .in,i 
existsetl to the tidal action. There wa.“ a large 

quantity of this latter class of material; it wa.- at 
first removed by the mud-scoojts here illus¬ 

trated. 

The scoops were hauied over the site of the 
dock by engines placed on each side of thi- .site. 
The outside engines were 40 HP. each, and were 
fixed at the end of an elevated stage from wliiih 
the mud was discharged into barges and c.ini.-d 
out to sea. The inside engines were :.’0 HP., and 
they were fixed Ufain travellers which could be 
moved back and forth so as to direct the travel 
of the scoop as desired. The scoop was hauleil 
directly over the mud and filled itself, the ilepth 
of the entrance of the cutting edge into the mud 
being regulated by the arrangement of the haul¬ 
ing chains. Tht'se chains were attached to the 
front and back of the scoop; those at A could he 

E Ungtf/of Scoop TO' 

Fig. 1.—Position When Cutting. 
EXCAVATING I 

Through thi' eourfeay of certain ai hoola the writer has had 

111)' opportunity of )ixnmlning completefllea of their Inatruc- 

tloii tiapera. In point of gimi'ral make-up. that la paper, ty- 

poeraphy, illuKtrating and indexing they are aupi'rior to 

many modern ti-xt-booka. The i^xeelleme of the Hluatra- 

llona la an espeilally praiseworthy feature. In fact. It 

may be said that they an- of a profusion and olalmr.ite- 

ness not always in keeping with the context. I'pon closer 

seruliiiy oni-'a imprissions are apt to be less favorable 

than after the first I'ursory examlnatioii. However, on 

tile wh))le. the ti'Xls are written with much care and dls- 

erimliiatlon. It :s readily seen that the author's task is by 
no means an I'asy one. Tbe texts must be concise and 

at the same lime V)>rituble models of clearness. The 

malheniat:cal work must be reduci'd to the simplest form, 

inadoiuate, though it may b>>, for the purpose in view, 

tleiieral forms of treatment must yield to the presenta¬ 

tion of simple, special cases. As a partial offsi-t to these 

il)dli iencies. and presumably with an eye to the demands 

of their ix’culiar constituency, there is an evident effort 

to give the studies as practical a trend as (Hissible. In 

>'erlnln subjei'ts a good deal of valuable Information is 

given of a kind not ordinarily found in text-books. In 

point of thoroughness and general excellence, the courses 

on the whole are. however, in no wise comparable with 

those offered In the regular technical schitols. It is, of 

course, only reasonable to assume that since the Held is 

comparatively new, the methods are as yet somewhat 

tentative. Neverth<'l»-ss, for reasons previously suggested, 

tluri- appears to bi‘ little prospect of any substantial gain 

in thoroughness without raising the matriculation rtniulre- 

ments to a standard that would usually prove prohibitive, 

rerhaps the solution will eventually be found in grad -d 

l oursi'S. In tact some beginnings in that dlri“ctlon are al- 

n ady dlsei-rnable. 

In the meantime. It may be fairly chargi'd that the 

schools are far too pretentious In their claims. W.thout 

allimpting to parlh'iilarlze, the evidence in this regp“ct ia 

unmistakable. Engineering instruction of a truly profes¬ 

sional standard is not carriid on by any of these insti¬ 

tutions. He it said, however, to the cn-dit of Uie teeh- 

iiii'iil selmols that there is but one of the'.r number which 

presumes to ooifiT tlu' n gular degn') s. This s<-hool 

) 'alms to have reeoivt-d Its authority by law. Its home is 

Fig. 2.—Position When Full. Fig. 3.—Returning Empty. 
BUCKET FOR SOFT MUD. USED AT KEYHAM DOCKYARD WORKS. 

rounded education by the older methods. This tendency 

of diverting students from the regular technical schools, - 

is perhaps more than neutralized by the stimulus given 

to technical education generslly among the many who 

would not have been reached by other means. 

In general the schools place much dependence on the 

ofttlmes glowing testimonials of those who have come un¬ 

der their Instruction. Without discrediting the authentic¬ 

ity of such evidence it may be properly insisted that it ia 

eiititli’d to little weight. It comes as the testimony of in¬ 

dividuals just emerging from darkness Into half-light. 

Their horizon Is too narrow for accurate orientation. 

In an attempt at gaging the probable influence of these 

8)hools. the criterion of numbers is no less mlslealing. 

Where thousands enroll, but few graduate. To complete 

the more extensive courses, elementary though they are. 

requires a degree of perseverance and self-denial in the 

utilization of spare moments that few ran muster. It is 

to be remembered that the students, as a rule, are em¬ 

ployed at regular vocations. Through seductive adver¬ 

tising literature and the personal solicitation of agents 

many are perauad)‘d to enlist without any adequate con¬ 

ception of the sacrifices afterwards Involved. According 

to statistics kindly furnished by one of the leading schools, 

of a thousand persons who entered upon a certain course 

four years ago, on the average, thirty per cent, have not 

yet finished arithmetic, another forty, that is a total of 

seventy per cent., have completed no subject beyond 

arithmetic, and only one-half of one per cent., or five 

persons have graduated. 

To sum the matter up, it is believed that any attempt at 

giving by tbe correspondence methods, a really thorough 

education to persona who at the same time follow their 

daily occupations must end in failure. Narrow and shal¬ 

low courses, of the kind described, may be regarded as the 

inevitable issue. It should, however, again be empha¬ 

sized that in the absence of better means, and in so far 

as these schools are honestly conducted, they bold out 

opportunities to the many, and rewards to tbe few, well 

worth the effort of attainment. And, In conclusion, their 

highest destiny will have been achieved if by their coming 

they shall but quicken the birth of a system of popular 

education—industrial and commercial—worthy, in every 

sense, of this great nation. 

shortened by winding about the bar R, to which 
they were attached, and this shortening of the 
back chains tilted the scoop forward and cau.sid 
the cutting-edge, C, to assume the pii8iti))n 
shown in Fig. 1. 

When the scoop was filled a catch, D, holding 
the rod, H, was knocked out; the back-chain at 
once lengthened, and the cutting-edge, C, was 
lifted by the hauling chain, E, as shown in Fig. 
In the latter position the scoop was hauled over 
the mud surface, up an incline and along the 
high-level stage to the shoot leadin.g to the barge. 
The hauling chain, F, was so arranged that as 
soon as It commenced to haul the scoop back 
again it turned It 'completely over and discharge 1 
its contents through a h)tle in the staging into the 
barge shoot, in the position shown in Fig. 3. Th^ 
empty scoop was now drawn back In the same 
position, down the incline and over the mud to 
the point of attack again. The action of the for¬ 
ward chain, E, then set the cutting-edge at the 
proper angle, and the scoop again filled. 

The average distance travelled by the mud 
scoops is not stated, but from the plan shown 
the distance would seem to be about 1,21)0 ft. On< 
complete trip was made in from to 10 minutes, 

the load varying from 2 to 3 cu. yds. in very wet 
mud and .I cu. yds. when the mud was dry. The 
wear on the hauling ropes was very great, and it 
was found difficult to control the work of the 
scoops. They answered their purpose, however, 
in preparing the way for wagons, which latter 
could not be used on the soft mud during the wet 
winter months. Wagons, later, alm))8t entirely 
replaced the scoijps; and these wagons were 
filled partly by hand and partly by steam exca¬ 
vators. The latter were only employed after the 
site was sufficiently open to permit the estab 
lishment of the necessary roads to take away the 
excavated material. , 




